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ABSTRACT	
	
This research touches upon the influence of media on both society and politics on the 
sensitive issue that is the refugee crisis Europe is subject to at the time of writing. By the means 
of newspaper and alternative media content analysis, the thesis will attempt to create a 
framework intended to rationalize the development of sentiment towards refugees as well as 
determine and investigate the internal mechanics of the phenomenon. By virtue of an Internet-
mining tool called TalkWalker, 941 articles in a total of six dominant German, British and 
French newspapers as well as alternative media content granted a glimpse into the general 
opinion and semantic field on the subject of the Syrian refugee crisis. After having established 
a gradual aversion throughout the set timeframe by way of a shift in the language on the subject, 
theories regarding media power, media framing, risk, cosmopolitanism, liquidity, identity, 
agonistics, narrativity, etc. allowed a foundation that, along with previous research on similar 
instances, will hopefully elevate the findings into a more theoretical realm. In like manner, it 
has been found that the deteriorating terminology regarding refugees and the progressive 
alienation of the latter resulted in a shift to the right of the political spectrum, suggesting the 
presence of a form of media power. Surprisingly, the set of data did not seem to exhibit a 
counterbalance from the alternative media, albeit traditionally portrayed as left-penchant.  
Finally, the thesis will conclude with a synthesis of the overall assessment and 
emphasize on the importance of terminology. For it seems that depending on referring to the 
refugees as ‘refugees’ or ‘migrant’, a predominant ill-founded amalgamation, will greatly affect 
their justified right for asylum. 
 
Keywords: refugee crisis, cosmopolitanism, identity, media power, news frame analysis, media 
sentiment 
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INTRODUCTION	
 
We are currently witnessing one of Europe’s biggest crises and from what it seems, a 
solution to this crisis is yet to come. Unfortunately, the term crisis is no understatement as 
thousands of refugees engage on a perilous journey towards Europe on a daily basis. At the 
time of writing this thesis, more than an estimated million people have sought asylum in the 
Old Continent in the past year, consisting predominantly of Syrian, Afghani and Iraqi natives.  
Those affected generally use routes by sea in the hope to reach one of the numerous 
Greek islands (Lesvos, Samos, Kos and many more) at a close range of Turkey, their preferred 
gateway to Europe. Exploiting those in need, numerous people smugglers offer their services 
in vehicles of dubious conditions resulting in countless tragedies at sea as thousands of people 
perished in the Mediterranean only. Yet their settlement in a safe haven of their preference is 
in no way guaranteed once they survived their journey at sea and came to destination in the 
European Union.  
Due to the lack of anticipation of a movement of such unimaginable proportions, the 
hitherto applied refugee settlement and coordination system within the European Union, known 
as the Dublin Regulation, which implements a structure in which the country through which 
the refugee first enters the E.U. is responsible for the asylum claim, became arguably obsolete. 
As the refugee camps increased in size and the asylum applications in numbers within a country 
still attempting to recover from its financial crisis, the refugees began dispersing throughout 
the continent with a particular preference for Germany and Sweden. In order to ease the burden 
of the most affected countries, the European Commission put forward an administration plan 
to equitably distribute the refugees, yet arguably too late as tension grew already strong at a 
time when nations battle with the immense influx, parceling the E.U. over an adequate response 
to the issue. 
 
Throughout this highly mediated crisis, a ripple effect of protectionism pulsated 
throughout the continent leading to certain governments shutting their national borders as well 
as rejecting further relocation plans. Whereas certain countries like Sweden advocated their 
decision by declaring the saturation of their national social system, others such as Hungary, 
Denmark and various Balkan countries simply seem to have succumbed to the fear of the 
‘Other’, justifying their withdrawals by accentuating the potential risk of harmful people being 
amongst the plethora of refugees. Although certain events such as the attacks in Paris on 
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November 13th 2015 called for deliberations on national as well as European security, one could 
argue that the radical choice to shut each and every border was not the accurate response to the 
refugee crisis – a situation especially troublesome for the people truly in need of asylum. Yet 
the political atmosphere at the time of writing is in line with that fear for various reasons as it 
appears that the gates to Europe seem to be closing and the fate of the refugees, a fortiori, more 
unclear and obscure than before. Such a significant situation should fuel research and critical 
analyses to attempt to achieve some sort of understanding in its sometimes overwhelming 
disorientation. 
 
The particularly interesting angle for this analysis is the sentiment from the media 
towards the refugees and how it has developed over time. The hypothesis of this thesis 
postulates that we are currently witnessing a seemingly growing antipathy towards certain 
people that, not too long ago, were enthusiastically praised for their courage, and that this 
particular development could have played a role in the increase of protectionism throughout the 
continent. 
 
In order to put the prevailing refugee crisis into context, one necessitates to return to the 
early stages of the Arab Spring. The inception of the wave of popular uprisings throughout the 
Arab League (starting with Tunisia in 2010) motivated an outbreak of enthusiasm in the 
Western World. Politicians, scholars, media and citizen –  practically all layers of western 
society supported, or to say the least, raised awareness on the civil protests taking place in the 
Mediterranean Basin and shed a good light on the courage of the populations who dared 
question the authorities in place by fighting for democracy as images of them travelled the 
world – awarding their bravery in a variety of ways: Yemeni Tawakul Karman, and per 
extension the Arab Spring, was rewarded with the Nobel Peace Prize in 2011. In addition to 
being Time Magazine’s ‘Person of the Year’ in 2011 and being granted the prestigious 
Sakharov Prize, the ‘Protesters’ were praised in all western media alike while parallels to the 
1989 Eastern European revolutions were made: Reuters’ “Special Report: Solidarity in the Arab 
Spring” (Ledwith, 2011) or The New York Times’ “Lessons from Central Europe for the Arab 
Spring” (Freeland, 2011) addressed panel discussions in Poland and Hungary, during which the 
panelists established resemblances between both revolutions and gave the protesters advice. 
Besides supporting the revolutions politically (CNN, 2011), financially (Le Monde, 2011) and 
with humanitarian aid (The Telegraph, 2012; Die Welt 2013) particularly in Syria due to the 
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civil war, the international community went onto the streets to demonstrate their solidarity for 
the cause (Howard & Hussain, 2013, p.99).  
 
Tragically, despite the initial support and enthusiasm, the Arab Spring did not evolve as 
expected in many countries as the political vacuum generated by the demonstrations and 
protests was permeated by ideological and religious extremism. As a result, the Syrian 
revolutionaries found themselves in a crossfire between President Al-Assad’s army and the 
imminent threat of the Islamic State approaching from the East, at which point the mass refugee 
movements intensified until today. 
 
The violent civil war in Syria, the rise of radical Islamist terror organizations and the 
resulting refugee crisis constitute one of the most arduous, if not the most arduous, challenges 
of our time. Having witnessed the initial media euphoria, cosmopolitanism and proximity 
following the first demonstrations yet also the aversion towards said demonstrators when 
persecuted and fleeing from their war-torn countries in a constantly mediated environment, it 
leaves one wondering about the correlation between the latter and changes of heart.  
 
 “No part of the world, no human activity, is untouched by the new media. Societies 
worldwide are being reshaped, for better or for worse, by changes in the global media 
and information environment. So too are the everyday lives of their citizens. National 
and subnational forms of social, political and economic inclusion and exclusion are 
reconfigured by the increasing reliance on information and communication technologies 
in mediating almost every dimension of social life.”  
 
 This quote by Leah Lievrouw and Sonia Livingstone (2009) describes accurately not 
only the power of media during the outset of the Arab Spring as a tool to ‘connect’ and organize 
protests, it also illustrates the media’s ability to shape societies’ perceptions on a matter and to 
“reconfigure” several forms of inclusion and exclusion.  
 
 Consequently, this thesis seeks to make use of this case to create an understanding on 
media power and the latter’s influence on society in designing the information environment (or 
framing). Furthermore, it will explore the several components of that power such as media 
agency, narrativity or othering. To do so, it will first attempt to establish a shift of media 
sentiment on the refugees over a manageable time sample and observe a worsening trend. The 
case study will encompass four ‘major’ events over the period of five months (September 2015 
	 9	
to January 2016) firstly by collecting newspaper articles on the subject and secondly, by 
enriching it with social media data. Moreover, these findings will hopefully shed a light on the 
important role language and sentiment plays in transforming the depiction of the refugees, 
which evidently changed over the past years – and specifically in the past months. Once this 
trend has been established over the analytical time period, the thesis will make use of previous 
research to relate the findings and interpret them by the means of theories and concepts such as 
liminality, risk theory, framing, identity, media power and many more.  
 
 Accordingly, the main research questions of this research will be as follows: 
 
1) Has the media sentiment towards the Syrian asylum seekers altered throughout the 
timeframe of this analysis? If so, is there a relationship between these alterations and 
the language utilized? 
2) Are there any potential connections between these alterations and social policy-making? 
If yes, how does language change the way we think? 
3) What can be derived from this liminality of language? 
4) Does this liquidity also apply to identities? 
5) To what extent does risk play a role?  
 
The pursuit for answers to these questions will be structured in a manner that will firstly 
review the literature on the subject as well as arrange the theoretical framework. Secondly, the 
clarification of the methods utilized to collect the data indispensable to this analysis as well as 
its methodological core will be of importance. Consequently, the analytical part will investigate 
the multiple cases and discuss the findings before concluding this thesis in the hope that the 
entirety of research inquiries will have been resolved along the way.  
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INSTABILITY	AND	CRISES	IN	THE	MEDIA	
	
	
Alpha	
  
The dawn of the Arab Spring in 2010 initially intended to mark the starting point of a 
democratic cosmopolitan renaissance, as protesters and demonstrators utilized their collective 
force in order to pressure established rulers to give up power in certain countries of the 
Mediterranean Basin. Five and a half years later, albeit a number of governments having (more 
or less successfully) been overthrown, the end of the Arab Spring is, as of today, still unclear 
in the majority of countries. The original shared momentum seems to have decreased drastically 
as the political and humanitarian fallout of unsuccessful revolutions is weakening the 
sociopolitical status quo of the entire region. 
 
Albeit the multitude of civil unrests still ongoing in various countries, the subject of the 
thesis will not focus on the causality of these revolutions, nor will it attempt to advocate for or 
against it. The scope of this research will instead be directed towards the Syrian refugee crisis 
resulting from the civil war in Syria and moreover, its sentiment in the media as well as, 
hopefully, an inverted correlation between distance and empathy.  
 
Unlike Tunisia, Egypt, Libya or Yemen, the government under President Bashar Al-
Assad is still in function and wages a war on its population, forcing them, along with numerous 
virtually greater threats, to leave their homes in search for safe havens, e.g. the European 
continent. Consequently, at the time of writing, the European Union is currently enduring one 
of its most substantial refugee crises resulting from this civil war, and from what it seems, a 
solution the crisis is yet to come. Such a situation fuels research and critical analyses to attempt 
to achieve some sort of understanding in its sometimes overwhelming disorientation, as it offers 
a virtually endless variety of analytical perspectives. In order not to be overpowered by this 
broad scope, this research will mainly focus on the media’s role in one of the biggest migration 
crises Europe has ever been subjected to during a specific timeframe. The importance of this 
subject cannot be underestimated as the crisis has not been resolved yet and the consequences 
will probably be noticeable for the next decades to come. Besides the broadness of the subject, 
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another difficulty results from the uniqueness of this situation, although previous refugee crises 
(both ongoing and ‘concluded’) will be rich sources for understanding what is happening today.  
 
The literature on this sort of event is both exhaustive and incomplete: whereas research 
on former catastrophes of this kind facilitates a certain comprehension, therefore generating 
intelligence on the subject, the majority of studies either omit the responsibility and power of 
the media in similar conflicts or fail to acknowledge the role of alternative modern media due 
to their dates of release prior to the social media revolution the world has undergone in the past 
years, as well as the codependence of proximity and empathy in an ever-connected world. 
Furthermore, investigating the correlation between media and the real world is quite an 
unattainable task with digital technology progressively permeating all levels of economic, 
political and social activity, becoming an essential transversal element of societal life and daily 
interaction.  
 
Although the establishment of media influence seems evident, it can often be hard to 
distinguish due to the plurality of actors or the trouble investigating long-term influence as 
media power sometimes appears to be missing in the short term. Yet it proves to be quite 
efficient over a long timespan (De Franco, 2012, p.18). This constant obscure uncertainty 
constitutes as one of the primary dilemmas of research in the field. This does not imply that 
researchers did not attempt to take on this gargantuan task. On the contrary, as this literature 
review will demonstrate, many scholars pursued and still seek to grasp the impalpable. 
 
New	media	agency,	empathy	and	cosmopolitanism	
 
New Media’s role in politics has of course been subject to various studies and authors 
such as Peter Dahlgren have played a central role in correlating both factors. Media and 
Political Engagement: Citizens, Communication and Democracy (Dahlgren, 2009) offers a vast 
array of tools to comprehend the enthusiastic aspect of the modern medias’ function in 
facilitating a certain political participation as today’s digitalization of the global public sphere 
greatly promoted and assisted the Arab Spring.  
 
The virtual global sphere and its effect on the perceptions of social space arguably 
enhance cosmopolitanism – for a greater platform of ideological dissemination allows 
intercultural communication and intellectual mobility (McEwan, 2015, p.129). This assumption 
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appears coherent as the apparent fact of being able to produce and obtain a mosaic of disparate 
thoughts and beliefs beyond local apprehensions naturally enhances an individuals’ capacity to 
be sensible for empathy and sympathy (in its traditional definition of commiseration) towards 
others. The same supposition can then, for instance, be instinctively translated into a type of 
philanthropy regarding mediated images of suffering.  
 
The idea that the media, both established and alternative, popularize as well as develop 
a sense of cosmopolitanism and per extension humanitarian intention, is widely accepted in a 
vast majority of the literature on the subject. To illustrate the notion of mediated empathy with 
a rather Eurocentric example, the media managed to (and still does) connect to a certain extent 
the panoply of countries on the old continent as a project of community and solidarity but also 
shared identity in an arena that respects both the particularity of each country and translates the 
homogeneity of project Europa (Georgiou, 2005, p.484), thus putting in practice United in 
Diversity– the maxim of the European Union. Communication is one of the key pillars of 
Europe as it allows agonistic forces to debate and translate their singular intentions. As the 
following pages will hope to clarify, the same phenomenon somewhat applied to the Western 
world and the protesters during the earlier stages of the Arab Spring. 
 
The blurring of national territory and the emergence of an international digital sphere 
allows for a multitude of people to interact in modernized ways on contemporary platforms 
(Meyrowitz, 1985, referred to in De Franco, 2012, p.23) on topics often strictly verboten or 
controlled in the physical public sphere (Bondebjerg & Golding, 2004, p.152). Most of the 
literature is as optimistic as Dahlgren’s take on media/political participation, and the majority 
of evidence proves the significance of the media (primarily the alternative substitute of classic 
mainstream media) in the Arab Spring uprisings as the new technologies allowed the 
populations not only to bypass any censorship in acquiring information on unrestrained 
channels, but also to produce their own material, as opposed to the dominant vehicles, i.e. 
television and newspapers. (De Franco, idem, p.183).  
 
Although there seems to be a consensus on modern media’s impact on the real world, 
most of the literature on the subject of media power focuses on the traditional resources, which 
is not essentially ill-advised as television played a critical role in humanitarian and political 
engagement before (Robinson, 1999, 302). Yet as De Franco puts it eloquently in Media Power 
and the Transformation of War, “the reader may be confused by a restrictive focus on 
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international TV networks” (2012, p. 25) in most analyses (Ironically, the author also 
disregarded the social media in his book published in 2012). The upcoming sections will 
attempt to reconcile both traditional and new media (albeit having a penchant for the latter one), 
followed by an analysis hoping to paint a coherent picture of their tangible effect on society. 
 
An expert on the subject, namely Piers Robinson, additionally challenges the rapport of 
media as well as agency, and having greatly contributed to the field, his themes will be recurrent 
in this analysis (specifically in the following segment on media power). Focusing generally on 
foreign policy, he shares the understanding that media incorporates a major part in decision 
making and charges it with the potential to stimulate humanitarian intervention (Robinson, 
1999, p.303). In conjunction with both Dahlgren’ and Robinson’s ideas, others too have 
attempted to display the new boundaries (or lack thereof) of modern media and its faculty of 
cosmopolitanism in an ever connected world (Dahlgren, 2009).  
 
To return to the topic of new media, Chantal Mouffe’s (2013) and Manuel Castells’ 
(2009) takes on the network societies enrich the previously mentioned notions of 
cosmopolitanism and digital public sphere by stating the importance of identity and belonging, 
two crucial, yet liquid notions that we will get back to once more at a later stage of this literary 
review. Not having been able to predict the outcome of the Arab Spring, Castells’ overall 
enthusiasm seems somewhat overconfident today as he exaggerated the portrayal of new 
media’s role during the recent events in the Mediterranean revolutions.  
 
Whereas his claims are factual in their essence, i.e. that indeed, 
Facebook/Twitter/YouTube and many more networks generated a ‘snowball effect’ in the joint 
effort of hundreds, then thousands, then millions of voices (Castells, 2012, p.1) as well as 
allowing online strategies of offline, real world protests (idem, p.58), he arguably applied a 
noticeable measure of idealization, as did many scholars that the time. In Networks of Outrage 
and Hope, Castells depicts the Internet, and per extension its networking capabilities, as the 
neohumanistic platform to revolutionize a world of divergent societies, and to reconstruct it as 
a connected unified system, assembled on a collective path (idem, p.3).  
 
Certain aspects of his analysis are rather accurate, i.e. in the global involvement in the 
cause as protestors demonstrated out of solidarity in Europe and Northern America (Howard & 
Hussain, 2013, p.99) praising the revolutionaries for their agency against institutional tyranny. 
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The support transcended the public sphere into the European political arena as representatives, 
both from the EU and the individual countries, expressed their admiration for the revolutionary 
process happening in the Middle East as an effort to the common goal of democratization 
(Ashton, 2011), the latter being a key pillar of the European Union. A communication from the 
European Commission entitled A Partnership for Democracy and Shared Prosperity with the 
Southern Mediterranean was introduced as follows: 
 
“The events unfolding in our southern neighbourhood are of historic proportions. 
[…] The changes now underway carry the hope of a better life for the people of the region 
and for greater respect of human rights, pluralism, rule of law and social justice – universal 
values that we all share.” (European Commission, 2011) 
 
This call for action and support for the periphery in the Mediterranean Basin, as part of 
a close partnership, to fight together for shared values, can be interpreted as altruistic or a 
normative-imperialistic way of propagating European principles (Del Sarto, 2016). Be that as 
it may, one could arguably make the assumption that the Western world and the Mediterranean 
protestors shared, even if it was for that brief moment, a common virtual identity based on the 
shared habitus on the European (or Western) model of democracy. Media’s role in facilitating 
this rapprochement seems undeniable as previous research on this capacity provided the former 
with a “conciliatory” quality (El-Nawawy & Powers, 2014, p.197). The assumption of a western 
empathy towards their southern neighbors constitutes the starting base of this analysis. Even if 
many argued that the European response was, to say the least, underwhelming as the 
heterogeneity of ideological support and precise detectable measures almost reduced the factual 
help to a point of imperceptibility even though their intentions were noble (Pace, 2012, p.57 & 
Samei, 2015, p. 137).   
 
Since the initial excitement over media power in the Arab Spring, a great deal of 
research has addressed social media’s limitations in revolutions, (beyond the reasons above) 
whereas this thesis will rather defend the flipside of the just mentioned media power than its 
restraints: a ‘negative snowball effect’ if you will. 
 
Mouffe’s vision of the identical events is defensibly more pragmatic than Castells’s: 
whereas she acknowledges the importance of new media usage during the Arab Spring and 
similar uprisings, she finds the term “Google revolution” and all its neohumanistic implications 
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evidently “risible” (Mouffe, 2013, p.158). She argues that audiences are more fragmented than 
ever, and that new means of communication instigate “particularistic reactions” (idem, p.61) 
instead of Castells’ unified view; a belief Dahlgren also concedes to (Dahlgren, 2009, p.44) 
despite his generally positive judgment on social media. All in all, the connective aspect of the 
new and social media is recognized and addressed by the majority of scholars albeit several 
disparities on their purpose and value on both affect and effect – grouping researchers into 
advocates of modern media cosmopolitanism and those opposing this thought as well as those 
who defend the performativity of new media and those who disapprove. 
 
Media	power	(version	2.0?)	
 
As the previous segment already suggested, the modern media do not merely ‘connect’ 
people worldwide, but they can (or fail to) have a palpable effect on the outcome of major 
events. Almost two decades ago, Robinson coined the term ‘The CNN Effect’ which 
encapsulates the belief that media (especially real-time channels) can have a considerable effect 
not merely on audiences, but also on the political elite (Robinson, 1999, p.301). This conception 
echoes in most literature on the topic of media power. The formerly mentioned author De 
Franco also analyzed the specific relation between the media and war and displayed the 
causality between news and foreign policy. In anticipation of any potential confusion of the 
reader, it is crucial to clarify that this analysis allowed to extrapolate research on ‘media and 
war’ onto the context of a refugee crisis as they both constitute international conflicts.  
 
In the logic of this relationship between media and social policies, it is considered that 
the extensive coverage of post 9/11 was as decisive in rallying the American population for the 
invasion of Afghanistan as the “emotive and often highly critical coverage of Kurdish refugees 
fleeing from Saddam Hussein’s forces quite literally caused the virtually unprecedented 
proposal for Kurdish safe havens” (Robinson, 1999, p.302). Additionally, this research allowed 
comparisons with the migration crisis of Kosovo in 1999 and the ongoing situation in Australia, 
the former for its European context and the latter for its contemporary value. As this thesis will 
also attempt to discover online, De Franco argued that the traditional media was often 
performative, a phenomenon hardly explicable by established theories (De Franco, 2012, p.4), 
and even less when it comes to the new media. This is especially accurate, as will be discussed 
in the actual research following the literature review, when it comes to whether or not people 
and/or states intervened in humanitarian causes (Robinson, 1999, 307). The conclusion of De 
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Franco’s book actually encourages researchers to apply her understanding of media and power 
onto the internet and to what extent the new media change the political agency (2012, p.183), 
as the previously mentioned alternative channels are gaining exposure and credibility, for better 
and for worse.  
 
As opposed to the previous segment on cosmopolitanism, this section on media power 
is more strenuously critical as it oftentimes reveals a less enthusiastic and less idealistic side of 
the media’s potential to affect politics. An accurate example of the dark side of media power is 
illustrated in Antonis Ellinas’ The Media and the Far Right in Western Europe: Playing the 
Nationalist Card (2014), in which the author emphasizes on the performative effect of media 
while focusing on marginalized Far Right parties in Europe (which also play an important role 
in the context of the refugee crisis). Ellinas argues here that the media have the potential to raise 
certain extreme parties from their marginality simply by giving them exposure (Ellinas, 2014, 
p.7), similarly to Donald Trump’s campaign during the 2016 presidential election race, in which 
he constantly gained credibility simply by remaining in the media focus for his infuriating 
comments. The eagerness of some media outlets to give such controversial subjects publicity 
is oftentimes dubious as it affects not merely electoral results, but as will be discussed, national 
values and perspectives.  
 
On the other hand, choosing to ignore a subject has a similar political charge and 
influences the outcome of certain events (De Franco, 2012, p.18). In accordance with the far 
right example, Ellinas explains that, due to their national history, the majority of journalists in 
Germany “consider the silencing of the far right to be some sort of civic duty” (Ellinas, 2014, 
p.215) as a general containment policy.  
 
To return to the synthesis of literature on media power, one of the recurring conditions 
(mentioned by the majority of researchers mentioned in this segment) allowing media to 
exercise power in the first place, is political instability or rather the lack of strong government 
strategies (Mares, 2003, p. 333; Robinson, 1999, p.305; De Franco, 2012, p.11). In other words: 
if the political elite does not speak in accordance for one policy or doesn’t clearly affirm its 
stance on a specific issue, they allow a margin of speculation and encourage other institutions 
to integrate the discussion. The far reach of mass media such as television are well-appointed 
to fill this void in the public discussion, granting their words to “easily achieve the power to 
create things, to bring them into existence” (Bourdieu, 1996, p.19 as cited in Bondebjerg & 
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Golding, 2004, p.175) in the political arena, and based on this assumption, the same should 
apply to social media with its vast membership.  
 
The scope of this influence has sometimes been for the best in the context of refugee 
crises: one could argue that, in 1999, mass media’s increased attention towards the struggle of 
Kosovar refugees triggered a shift of the public opinion in favor of supporting the former, 
previously portrayed as economic opportunists and smoothed the path for a rare instance of 
‘popular refugees’ (Gibney, 1999, p.28). In the same article, the just cited author put forward 
additional, potential yet crucial explanations as to why this phenomenon happened, which will 
doubtlessly be addressed again in the final segment of this thesis, e.g. regionality, 
implicatedness and relatedness.  
But, as will expectedly be determined in the analytical part, adverse to the previous 
example, it also influenced the public opinion for the worst, especially today. The analytical 
part of the thesis will return repeatedly to this understanding as well as Ellina’s work on media 
and far right politics, as its accuracy in the European Union today is astonishing.  
 
Whereas Robinson continually confirms the media’s power to move governments and 
policy (1999, p.304), others including De Franco prefer to characterize it as influence, justifying 
this moderate term due to the previously mentioned difficulty to precisely distinguish media 
causality (De Franco, 2012, p.18) while still strongly acknowledging that the hindrance of 
recognizing it should not underrate its importance as “the increase in human communication 
which, in turn, increases international networking […] changes the nature of local conflicts as 
well as potentialities for peace” (idem, p.6). Skeptics such as Gladwell (2010) and Fuchs (2012) 
accuse optimists like Castells, and per extension Robinson, of falsely leveling virtual and the 
real world impact, arguing that the latter has more impact and that online protests are by far not 
comparable to physical manifestations. 
 
But from grass root movements such as the Occupy movement to the internal mechanics 
of the early Arab Spring, the involvement in warfare, the handling of humanitarian crises and 
many more occasions, the preponderance of authors cited in this literary review endorse the 
principle that mediated content (both traditional and online) impacts policymaking, be it only 
by selecting what subjects to address, which content to publish and which issues not to publish.  
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Binary	narrativity:	framing	an	agenda	of	fear	
 
Even though De Franco has a moderated opinion on media’s power over policymakers, 
she cannot underemphasize the former’s power over the agenda (De Franco, 2012, p.31). To 
reiterate, it is the lack of an official governmental agenda that offers a vacuum the media 
saturate more than gladly for a multitude of reasons.  
Having briefly established that news indeed have an impact on the development of 
situations, this following segment will attempt to synthesize by what means the media amplify 
or distort facts in accordance to their respective agendas. Frame analysis, one of the major 
approaches of communication studies, has allowed a vast array of media analyses throughout 
time on a variety of subjects. Needless to say, multi-disciplinary themes encompassing media, 
politics and sociology such as wars and other crises have not been ignored. The starting point 
of this nature of analysis is a constructivist approach on language and the resulting production 
of sense. This effectively lifts framing into the realm of cognitive interaction, as “it takes place 
in the discursive acts of any agent acting in the public sphere as well as in closed technocratic 
circles and implies a continuous interaction between different kinds of agents as well as 
between structures and substructures of the political system” (idem, p.46).  
 
The supposition above obviously does not assume that solely the media define certain 
situations; but by constructing certain narratives, news outlets have the potential to enrich their 
stories with special emotive characters (idem, p.77; Seale, 2007). Furthermore, it has been 
established that media, for political or financial reasons, generally attempt to display a single 
perspective (or position) in a generally two-sided deliberation by providing the public with a 
specific set of information (Fairclough, 1995 cited in Gale, 2004, p.325). Sociology and 
communications scholar Peter Gale adds that the way any media outlet does so, is by composing 
its fraction of information with specific language.  
 
Previous research has implemented this duality in an experiment on the media coverage 
of the Kosovo war as well as its consequent mass migration and established that depending on 
how the researchers framed identical sets of information, the response of their subjects diverged 
quite noticeably – and clearly positioned them on opposing poles on the issue of refugees 
(Berinsky & Kinder, 2006, p.653). The context of a refugee crisis seems simply ideal for media: 
in order to utilize their potential influence over politics and society, themes such as national 
security and humanitarianism have an enormous emotional capacity in their simplicity as they 
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often are comprehended on a primitive plane. They require “almost no supporting context of 
factual knowledge, no impressive reasoning ability, no attention to the nuances of political life” 
(Carmines and Stimson, 1989 cited in Ellinas, 2014, p. 27). The researchers mentioned a few 
lines above simply put it this way: “comprehension depends on how easily readers can form a 
coherent mental representation of the macrostructure” (Berinsky & Kinder, 2006, p.643): in 
other words, the simpler and more familiar the pattern is comprehensive, the stronger is the 
effect.  
 
This factor as well as an efficiently designed narrative are crucial for media outlets to 
effectively influence social and political agendas – and research has found that a context of 
political instability fuels the process additionally (Gale, 2004, p.305). The certain lack of strong 
political strategy opens up the field for media and allows them to infuse their agenda into the 
public debate, therefore putting the political elite in a position in which they have to quickly 
respond (De Franco, 2012, p.13) to or act upon the policy put forward by their journalistic 
counterparts and citizen online. Furthermore, this analysis will attempt to determine precise 
events of this type in the context of the current refugee crisis and hopefully lift social and 
alternative media onto the level of mainstream media’s agency.  
 
In line with the juxtaposition made with the Australian refugee issue, recurring notions 
such as ‘illegal’ in Australian news outlets were utilized to construct a twofold environment in 
which the audience was led to think in terms that distinguished a share of refugees as rightful 
of international refugee conventions and other migrants as not deserving humanitarian help due 
to their ‘illegal’ status (Gale, 2004, p.330) – a task oftentimes catalyzing ill-founded 
generalizations. Needless to say, media’s fundamental inclination to report on situations in 
binary terms – the ‘good vs. the bad’, the ‘victim vs. the perpetrator’ and many more – often do 
“little to encourage the development of a sophisticated understanding of complex situations or 
to promote the development of nuanced policy responses” (Mares, 2003, p.347), thus 
maintaining the policy status quo and strengthening their position as institutions leading the 
public debate. 
 
Having briefly mentioned that a lack of persuasive government strategies and narratives 
characterized by their emotional charge are essential in order to influence a pressure to act in 
particular ways as well as on an often imposed timeline (De Franco, 2012; Robinson, 1999), 
the following division will present a concise description of the main elements utilized by media 
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in order to amplify and optimize their authority on the political agenda. Risk, public fear and 
sensationalism are proven to be most effective for the previously enumerated reasons as well 
as a financial pressure to widen their audience, as the western societies developed a true culture 
of fear (Beck, 1992) in domains such as health, economy, ecology and national security.  
 
As we will discover in this research, most media outlets use this culture of fear as an 
asset in a climate in which, unfortunately, the concern of national security became a fear of the 
‘Other’ (Gale, 2004). Naturally, refugees have not been spared of this simplistic yet powerful 
painting of fear and danger. The semantic field of a vast amount of articles published in the 
Australian press for example is, to say the least, chilling as many researchers pointed out: 
besides portraying asylum seekers as opportunists, a research paper entitled “Any one of these 
boat people could be a terrorist for all we know! – Media representations and public perception 
of ‘boat people’ arrivals in Australia” calls attention to the journalistic discourse and its 
representation of refugees, ranging from ‘boat people’ to ‘illegals immigrants’ and ‘invaders’ 
or, as the title suggests, potential terrorists (Blood, McKay & Thomas, 2011). On top of the 
often ill-founded allegations, the researchers identified a reoccurring amalgamation of ‘refugee’ 
and ‘migrant’, two terms that initially seem naturally interchangeable but are deeply disparate 
in their vindicating nature: refugees are entitled to asylum and basic human rights (as they are 
fleeing persecution in their home country) whereas migrants ordinarily are determined to settle 
in another country for various personal or economic reasons – terms therefore influencing 
people’s opinion on the justification of benefits entitled to the former.  
 
Other researchers have pointed out semantic fields of ‘destruction and calamity’ in the 
same national press as reporting on “floods” and “tides” (Bleiker, Campbell, Hutchison & 
Nicholson, 2013, p. 399) and “invasions” of “dishonest” (Parker, 2015, p.8) asylum seekers 
adds to the persistence of public insecurities (Doherty, 2015, p.58). Interestingly, the majority 
of frights are ‘potential’, or in other words, are set in the future: Ulrich Beck’s framework on 
concept of reflexive modernity rationalizes this phenomenon by explaining that in times of crisis 
and social change, societies characterize themselves by how future risks should be handled 
(Beck, 1992). He further explains that, unfortunately, risks are prone to social definition and 
construction (framing) and that every construction is constituted of losing and winning agents 
(idem, p.23), or entities, as the following segment will clarify. 
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‘Us’	versus	‘The	Other’	
 
In spite of their alleged deontology, journalists often resort to the oversimplified binary 
narrative scheme vastly known as the ‘us & them’ design. Renowned authors such as Castells, 
Dahlgren and Mouffe have invested great efforts in conceiving precise understandings of 
modern identities (both social and political) as well as the resulting negative effects such as 
stigma and otherness (Goffmann, 1963). In the context of the refugee crisis, the ampleness on 
this factor as well as its implications on religious, racial, nationalist ideologies cannot and will 
not be underestimated as much of the media discourse operates on symbolic constructions of 
categorical identities and divisive language (Gale, 2004, p.324) in a simplistic public arena 
opposing the ‘good’ and the ‘bad’. Presenting a certain part of the population (‘them’) as an 
immediate threat to Western values and safety (‘us’), some media outlets resort to a 
dehumanization of the refugees.  
 
Mouffe established the necessary complementarity of both entities as any “construction 
of a collective will require designating an adversary” (Mouffe, 2013, p.136), and since the 
dissolution of the Soviet Union in 1991 and the resulting vacuum of adversity left behind, it 
seems that radical Islamism often seems fit to fill this void. Regardless of the identity of the 
antagonist, Mouffe pointed out that immediately following the construction of any system of 
duality, begins a “war of positions” (Gramsci, cited in Mouffe, 2013, p.137) in which each 
entity seeks to widen its audience in order to alternate the political status quo. Interestingly, the 
interval between ‘us’ and ‘them’ is unsettled as well as the determination of the respective 
actors of each category as this thesis will hopefully tell – this does absolutely not imply the 
monopoly of a certain agonistic duality nor any lasting permanence over wide audiences as 
those entities, or identities, are prone to shifts due to their ‘liquidity’ and are thereby constantly 
affected by counterforces challenging and changing their nature and confluences (Mouffe, 
2013, p.22).  
 
Albeit Mouffe’s teachings generally claim that in her agonistic view of politics, as 
opposed to the generally accepted antagonistic view of politics, entities form a non-conflictual 
body, she mentions the marginal possibility of a mutation from the “us/them” state to a 
“friend/enemy” relation when the recognition of differences is excessively emphasized – this 
exception occurs when the other is “perceived as putting into question our identity and 
threatening our existence” (idem, p. 26).  
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When aligning this thought with the previous segment on fear and danger in the media, 
considering the amount of power media possesses, the literature review starts to paint a 
comprehensive picture of the phenomenon potentially occurring in Europe at the time of 
writing. As individuals, in an ever connected and media-saturated world, build their identity 
based on the attributes assigned to them and others (Castells, 2012, p.230), a growing part of 
the population seems to arguably become susceptible towards the recurrent media frames 
characterized by fear and, as has happened before in Kosovo (Bondebjerg & Golding, 2004, 
p.165), and is still happening in Australia (Gale, 2004, p.324), per extension, open the gate to 
simplistic and populist discourse.  
 
Assuming that ‘us’, as a collective identity, perceives itself as superior to the opposing 
‘them’ (a premise that seems natural) in a context in which the latter is almost exclusively 
constituted of foreigners, protectionist debates and “assumptions of inferiority and superiority 
[…] have given way to new more subtle forms of racism founded on symbolic national 
boundaries of inclusion and exclusion within contemporary popular nationalism” (idem, p. 
322). In accordance then, with the allure of national, ethnical and even religious ‘common’ 
values frequently constituting the identities conveyed by a part of the media in times of crises, 
consequent repercussions of these differences may take on cruel forms (Dahlgren, 2009, p.31) 
as well as the polarization of public opinions. For instance, in the context of the ongoing refugee 
catastrophe in Australia, research has shown that certain patterns in the media have ‘managed’ 
to portray the influx of asylum seekers as a threat to national security rather than in a manner 
that inspires the humanitarian compassion a situation like this requires (Bleiker, Campbell, 
Hutchison & Nicholson, 2013, p. 399).  
 
In reference to the several segments above, the combination of a binary system of 
identification and simplistic narratives, renders the latter “self-evident and self-referential” 
(Millington, 2010, p.366), therefore problematic to contest or debate on. In the context of 
migration, feeling threatened about their living standards, “the working and lower middle class 
turn rightward, engaging markedly in […] extensive 'othering': stigmatizing certain groups that 
are perceived in some way to undermine the socio-cultural fabric or drain public resources.” 
(Dahlgren, 2009, p.31), which consequently affects the political landscape.  
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Omega	
 
Having noted that professional journalists are affected by this binary phenomenon, 
produsers – a hybrid of the terms producer and user coined by Axel Bruns in 2007 (Nightingale, 
2011, p.2) –  seem even more prone to generate the same design (both actively and passively). 
As civic journalists and regular social media users (therefore distributors) have the potential to 
share and enhance the truth, they paradoxically are very likely to encourage the twofold view 
of things and amplify the messages conveyed by the traditional media (Reese, et.al. as cited by 
Dahlgren, 2009, p.179; Dahlgren, 2013) rather than expressing alternative perspectives. It also 
reminds researchers to “keep in mind that while on the Internet we can find a broad array of 
democratic efforts to effect social and political change, we also see anti-democratic, racist, and 
neofascist politics as well” (Dahlgren, 2009, p.162). 
 
This raises the question of whether or not social and modern media are uniting or 
fragmenting audiences today and what power these new technologies have on the sociopolitical 
landscape of the European Union on the topic of the refugee crisis. Do the social media 
reinforce the tone put across by the traditional media or do they set a singular approach? Do 
they perhaps influence the narrative development? Europe, much like other ‘western countries’ 
is consistently depicted as a “compassionate liberal democratic [society] that can offer refuge 
to women and children, and desperate non-western asylum seekers” (Gale, 2004, p.328): but 
knowing that “media portrayals of asylum seekers are complex, as they both shape, and are 
shaped by, broader opinions about asylum seekers and national identity” (Blood, McKay & 
Thomas, 2011, p. 610), it will be interesting to discover to what extent this notion applies in 
times of crisis. The empirical findings of this analysis will hopefully answer these questions 
and speculate on particular rationales and mechanics (e.g. the correlation of distance and 
empathy) on order to find out if modern technologies lead to improved journalism and 
cosmopolitanism. 
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METHODS	
 
Methodology	–	Researching	a	Case	study	
 
Rather than engaging into a philosophical research of existential amplitude, this thesis 
opted for a study of the ‘case’ kind for its contemporary values and sense of time by enabling 
“a researcher to examine the ebb and flow of social life over time and to display the patterns of 
everyday life as they change” (Feagin, Orum & Sjoberg, 1991, p.12). As a useful tool in a 
variety of research in the social sciences, the case study allows to (even partly) understand 
complex phenomena in an exploratory manner with a focus on contemporary events (Yin, 
2014). Aware that the amplitude of the event subject to this analysis as well as its duration and 
complexities will in no way enable a comprehensive all-encompassing examination of the 
situation, the researcher takes comfort in the awareness that this study, much like several before 
it and an even greater number to come, will rather contribute to a greater knowledge and engage 
in the academic discussion on the matter. As stated by Yin, the empirical enquiry that is a case 
study is all the more justified when the confines of the analysed phenomenon and its framework 
as well as the theory on the topic are unclear or in motion (idem, p.16). As the refugee crisis is 
relentlessly evolving at the time of writing, this type of method was deemed the most adequate 
approach. 
In line with the different typologies of Robert Yin’s comprehensive publication, rather 
than dissecting one singular (or holistic) case, a futile task in an ongoing crisis, this research 
will embed multiple units of analysis (idem, p.46) during the course of two research phases 
(introduced below) as part of one greater context. Furthermore, he distinguishes various 
research purposes: descriptive, exploratory and explanatory case studies (idem, p. 8). This 
analysis constitutes somewhat of a hybrid of the former two as the thesis attempts to create a 
better understanding of contemporary events (descriptive) and investigate a contextual 
relationship (exploratory), which in accord with similar instances addressed in the literary 
review, may elevate the findings into a more theoretical frame. By dissecting the coverage of 
the refugees during a specific limited timeframe on both ‘traditional’ and ‘new’ media, this 
thesis will aspire to interrogate the potential implications of said coverage. 
 
The attempt to establish a relationship between media coverage as well as real-world 
events (and vice versa) will be conducted via the news frame analysis method. Based on Erving 
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Goffmann’s methodological/philosophical foundation (1974), collecting newspaper articles in 
various newspapers during specific and finite time periods will allow the emergence of 
recurrent frames (Goffmann, 1974), or ways for the readers to interpret an event. Essentially, 
framing is an inevitable component of everyday communicative exchanges as it is, simply put, 
the manner a transmitter designs and formulates any message to influence the receiver’s 
understanding of the absorbed message (Goffmann, 1974). This relativity of ‘meaning’ shares 
constructivist principles in its fluency by suggesting that no communication has an absolute 
true meaning and is open to interpretation by any receiver. Given these points, framing implies 
being able “to determine the meaning of a subject [and] to make sense of it, to judge its character 
and significance. To hold the frame of a subject is to choose one particular meaning (or set of 
meanings) over another” (Fairhust & Sarr, 1996, p. 3). Based on the hypothesis that the 
depiction of the refugees did indeed alter throughout the sample scrutinized in this thesis as 
well as the media influence addressed in the literary review, the outcome of this analysis will 
present interesting findings. 
Instead of exclusively concentrating the focus of the frame analysis on topical and 
thematic grounds, this analysis will attempt to gather information as to what the sampled news 
outlets ‘think’.  
By the virtue of a flourishing amount of “opinion-rich” resources (online news, social 
media, etc.) as well as increasingly efficient tools to collect said resources available, prospered 
a true industry of “opinion-mining” (Pang & Lee, 2008). Whereas the services provided by 
‘opinion-mining’ companies are primarily employed by the private industry to monitor and 
evaluate various trends, it can be of great use for academic research. Many of the providers of 
such services offer automatic “sentiment-aware” applications (idem), much like the utility 
operated for this very research. Yet due to the complexity of the subject at hand (as opposed to 
a particular industrial product), merely the extensive probing capabilities of the application 
have been employed in order to collect the samples for the qualitative analysis. At a later stage, 
the same capacities have been administered to apply the findings of the first phase in a more 
quantitative approach before evaluating the set of data. 
 
The question as to what constitutes a sentiment needs some attention before proceeding 
any further. The components of most content analyses can be sorted in two main categories: 
topical facts and opinions (Bing, 2010). Whereas the former constitutes an objective 
information of an event, the latter is formed by a subjective framing that reflects the author’s 
opinion on said fact – or sentiment as is the case in this analysis.  
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Yet topical analysis is primarily the focus in most of the grand scale research (Bing, 
2010), although news framing scholars amongst the hitherto mentioned academics have not 
only established that objectivity is illusory in any medium but also that penchants expressed in 
our mediatized world have (more or less) tangible consequences. This lack of opinion-based 
research is what motivated the methods utilized below. 
 
From a philosophy of science perspective, rather than attempting to provide a rock-solid 
causal relationship of the positivist kind (an impracticable task in media and communication 
studies) or escaping in relativist constructivism, this thesis will position itself on a moderate 
position of the spectrum and try to offer a critical realist view of things. It does so by discerning 
what Roy Bhaskar (1975) called “the transitive” and the “intransitive”. The former involves the 
dynamic knowledge on subjects (the sentiment towards-) whereas the latter recognizes the 
relative constancy of said subjects (the Syrian refugees).  
 
The task is consequently to establish what makes out each sentiment towards the Syrian 
subjects of this analysis and determine if there are thematic or semantic patterns that are 
representative of any sentiment, to further on hopefully discover a relationship between the 
sentiment and the political climate as well as the resulting policy changes.  
As has already been pointed out by Alexandra Balahur and Ralf Steinberger (2009), it 
is important to emphasize that bad news does not necessarily mean bad sentiment and vice 
versa: regardless of the factual dimension of news content, the goal is to analyze the author 
intention and fluctuant opinion on a set subject (in this case, the refugees), a task that was 
oftentimes proven to be rather challenging. For instance, upcoming articles about tragedies will 
not necessarily be coded as ‘negative’ if the subject of the analysis is not portrayed in a hostile 
or ‘negative way’. In like manner, topically positive articles are not necessarily designated as 
‘positive’. What is of importance for this analysis is to extract the either sympathetic (‘positive’) 
or hostile (‘negative’) tone of the collected news articles and to, in parallel, attempt to discover 
periodic trends and derive any recurrent semantic fields of both sentiment categories to optimize 
the resulting quantitative exploration of several World Wide Web platforms.  
Unlike the oftentimes applied holistic approach which intends to analyze large-scale 
clusters automatically using computerized formulas, necessitating “clearly marked opinion that 
is expressed explicitly, not needing interpretation of world knowledge” (Balahur & Steinberger, 
2009, p.1), the first segment of this analysis will be subject to an individual interpretation from 
a researcher proficient in the languages and experienced in the cultures of the sample source 
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material. With a sensitivity to subtleties, this research will allow a deeper insight into the overall 
sentiment of the sample rather than an observation exclusively of topical/semantic nature based 
on premature assumptions. This method has been utilized numerous times to formulate systems 
such as geographic sentiment maps for example (Zang et al., 2009) yet will be defined 
chronologically over the instances selected in this analysis. As a result, the identified semantic 
fields will be quantified into the second, large-scale probe. 
 
To swiftly conclude this segment on frames and sentiment: as the literature review 
attempted to demonstrate, the action of framing surpasses the realm of a ‘mere’ construction of 
meaning – and overlaps into the domain of agenda setting and media power – therefore retaining 
tangible influence on societies and politics. The knowledge which will hopefully materialize in 
the forthcoming analysis is that, albeit considering the nature of the selected events, the media 
climate formed by the sentiment towards the refugees has had a tangible impact on European 
policies and the opinion of the greater public. 
 
Having established the initial methodological framework for the research, the following 
segment will present the tools at hand to gather data on the subject. 
 
Probing	for	Data	
 
Comprehensive research on a contemporary case of such proportions calls for a set of 
methods that allows extensive and precise results of both quantitative and qualitative nature. 
The latter facilitates an understanding of an event or phenomenon whereas the former allows 
the quantification of findings based on the discoveries obtained by the qualitative analysis 
(Creswell, 2013). Thus, the articles gathered in the ‘first phase’ (data collection) of this analysis 
will serve as a qualitative evaluation of the sentiment in a set of traditional news outlets as well 
as an insight as to what type of narrative and/or language makes out said sentiment in each 
context (data analysis). However, although both research methods are oftentimes approached 
separately, recent mixed methods have proven their complementarity and established that the 
combination of both techniques has great descriptive and exploratory potential (idem, p.15). 
This enables a preparatory, analytical and interpretable exchange allowing the researcher to 
reflect upon and refine his ongoing study, which is especially useful when confronted to great 
amounts of material. The observed patterns found in the online newspapers will thus delineate 
the search queries of the second, more precise probe. Accordingly, the ‘second phase’ will 
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quantify the findings of the initial qualitative foundation and extrapolate these onto the 
alternative media (data application) before engaging into a discussion of the phenomena at hand 
(data evaluation).  
 
Today’s era of ‘Big Data’ and bottomless databases provide new (and extremely 
accessible) ways of collecting virtually immeasurable amounts of information from all types of 
sources as well as tools facilitating the research that offer the researcher a (more or less) 
comprehensive overview of his or her dossier. TalkWalker, the tool employed for this particular 
research allows its user to not only crawl the web in order to monitor traditional media such as 
print, television and radio, it also supports social media monitoring over various platforms such 
as Facebook, YouTube, Google+, and Twitter. This tool allows anyone to gather a great 
quantity of results on each and every subject. Nevertheless, the burden of researching vast 
quantities of data is not entirely lifted off the analysts’ metaphorical shoulders as the machines 
merely serve as search engines and still require a fair share of guidance. Any researchers having 
utilized database search engines have recognized the importance of designing effective search 
queries as the dangers of both excessively vague or precise research syntaxes lead to 
respectively immense or insufficient data collections.  
For this analysis, TalkWalker employs basic Boolean operators (Tummons, 2014, 
p.160) and various other elaborate query syntaxes to clarify and improve the collection scope, 
much like most database research tools do (e.g. library silos). As hinted on in the first paragraph 
of this segment, this research makes use of a particular twofold cocktail of both qualitative and 
quantitative methods: the first phase, which will focus on four specific instances in the context 
of the refugee crisis (during the period of September 2015 – January 2016), will produce a 
rather modest and manageable sample with the intention of observing tendencies and gathering 
key themes and terms for the second phase, which will consequently affect a larger and more 
precise scope based on the previous findings. 
 
Phase	One:	Exploration	of	the	Traditional	Media	
 
In order to discard any premature assumptions of the vocabulary used by the media in 
framing the refugee crisis, this analysis judged crucial an initial investigation focused on a total 
of six newspapers. Accordingly, for the sake of having the benefit of both ‘liberal’ and 
‘conservative’ editorial perspectives on the subject, one left-wing- and one right-wing-penchant 
mainstream online newspaper were determined in the United Kingdom: The Guardian – 
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readership: 2,227,000 and The Daily Telegraph – readership: 2,084,000; in Germany: 
Süddeutsche Zeitung – readership: 1,270,000 and Die Welt – readership: 1,400,000; as well as 
in France: Libération – readership: 1,200,000 and Le Figaro – readership: 1,330,000. Although 
these news outlets are not representative of their respective countries, their great readerships 
and reputations constitute a testament of their importance. 
Moreover, four internationally impactful events were singled out for this analysis in order 
to gather polarized and emotionally charged results. These are the instances in chronological 
order:  
1) Pictures of Aylan Kurdi’s body washed ashore travel the World (September 2nd 2015)  
2) Paris Attacks (November 13th 2015) 
3) One Million Refugees officially arrived in the E.U. (December 22nd 2015) 
4) Cologne New Year Attacks (January 1st 2015) 
 
It is important to clarify that the selection of instances was chronologically limited and 
exclusively constitutes the major internationally covered events that occurred in the 
predetermined timeframe of September 2015 to January 2016. This unfortunately does not 
cover influential instances before (ex. Charlie Hebdo) nor after (ex. Brussels Attacks). The 
scope of the research necessitated a prearranged time restriction in anticipation of the endless 
variety of happenings prone to this type of analysis which, if not restricted in time, could supply 
a gargantuan set of data – a project too substantial and unsuited for this type of thesis – hence 
the limited interval. Although this may be true, on top of their chronological order, this very 
selection should be considered as a set of archetype events that tend to occasionally surface in 
the media – therefore prone to be indiscriminately extrapolated onto most events. The first 
instance, namely ‘Aylan Kurdi’, is a kind of case in which the innocent victim is one of ‘them’ 
– thus presumably fostering media representations that have a positive penchant towards 
accepting refugees. The second and fourth cases – ‘Paris Attacks’ and ‘Cologne’ – on the other 
hand, assumably tend to incline to the opposite direction as they constitute events in which the 
victims are ‘us Europeans’. As for the third case, that is to say the millionth refugee arrival in 
Europe, constitutes a type of event that, in all likelihood, promotes impressions of mass 
immigration or an ‘invasion’ of migrants. Although these types of events generally occur 
haphazardly, the contemporary predominance (in accordance with the timeframe of this 
analysis) of the latter two types of events with European rather than foreign victims could 
explain the assumed shift from ‘necessitous refugees’ to ‘menacing migrants’. In which case 
the ‘Charlie Hebdo’ attacks of January 7th 2015 would by any means constitute an exception 
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due to the fact that albeit being European, the satirists were specifically targeted whereas the 
following instances analysed in this thesis constitute attacks directed at Europeans in general. 
These implications as well as others will be more profoundly discussed in the subsequent 
segments. 
In order to gather all articles on the topic of the Syrian refugee crisis in the before 
mentioned newspapers, the following query syntax was applied: 
 
(Syri* AND (migra* OR asyl* OR immigra* OR refugee*) OR (migra* OR asil* OR immigra* 
OR réfug*) OR (migra* OR asyl* OR immigra* OR flüchtli*)) AND (domainurl:lefigaro.fr OR 
domainurl:liberation.fr OR domainurl:sueddeutsche.de OR domainurl:welt.de OR 
domainurl:theguardian.com OR domainurl:telegraph.co.uk) 
 
The search syntax in composed of general terms in French, German and English in order 
for the study to encompass a maximum of articles on the subject of Syrian refugees, 
guaranteeing that this research measures the entire potential spectrum of sentiment. Over a 4-
day-period in the vicinity of said events, TalkWalker could gather enough articles for a 
profitable insight, yet the search syntax prevented an abundance of articles in order to 
effectively browse the dossier. Being proficient in French, German and English, the researcher 
then categorized the articles into a binary system of ‘positive’ or ‘negative’ in regards of 
sentiment towards refugees and extract more specific terminologies. This task was achieved by 
examining the content of the collected articles as well as their respective tones and editorial 
inclinations. 
 The search syntax gathered a total of 1168 articles over the four respective time periods 
(01-04/09/2015: 599 + 12-15/11/2015: 230 + 21-24/12/2015: 176 + 04-07/01/2016: 163), a 
small enough sample to allow the researcher to filter through the various elements and remove 
those deemed irrelevant. Due to the vagueness of the query, a substantial amount of articles had 
to be dismissed for various reasons, be it identical articles (doubles), articles specifically 
focusing on the ongoing war in Syria rather than the resulting refugee movement, or instances 
in which the keyword Syri* channelled articles on Syriza (Greek radical left-wing coalition), 
and other minor disparities. This process resulted in the elimination of 227 articles, totalizing a 
final aggregation of 941 articles (respectively 475 + 173 + 153 + 140).  
 
Difficulties and limitations: Unlike the just recently published report on Press Coverage 
of the Refugee and Migrant Crisis in the EU: A Content Analysis of Five European Countries 
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with contributions from Lund University professors (Berry & al., 2015), this thesis will not 
attempt to offer a deeper understanding of diverging national press cultures, nor will it 
investigate news’ sources. It will merely explore the collection of articles in a qualitative 
manner, categorize found items in classifications based on ‘sentiment’ as well as derive key 
words for the second, purely quantitative, phase of the data collection.  
Evidently, the limitation of time and resources merely allowed to analyze the before 
mentioned six newspapers, although their disparities in languages and political inclinations 
have the potential to produce interesting results. In order to properly emphasize the division on 
the language utilized in this analysis and its resulting divergent sentiments, the decision not to 
opt for a ‘neutral’ sentiment category was taken, as difficult as identifying in-text subjectivity 
may sometimes be – especially with satirical articles for example. To reiterate, this thesis 
merely endeavors to ‘understand’ the media sentiment on the refugees following particular 
events, a task for which the just-mentioned discrepancies won’t be too problematic. This initial 
phase will hopefully allow an oversight of the media climate surrounding the refugees and its 
evolution over the set timeframe as well as its internal mechanics/narratives and a relationship 
between media sentiment and policy responses. Perhaps selecting a different timeframe would 
have gathered dissimilar results and trends, but this is the one that was predefined. 
 
Phase	Two:	Quantification	onto	the	Alternative	Media	
 
Based on the previous findings, more sophisticated search syntaxes could be applied in 
a comparative manner by contrasting ‘positive’ terms and ‘negative’ terms determined 
representative of the previous articles’ respective sentiments (the syntax group names are 
primarily based on the refugee/migrant distinction addressed in the literature review): 
 
Syntax 1) Refugee Soc. Media 
(europ* AND ((flüchtling* OR asyl* OR réfug* OR asil* OR refug*) AND (humanitär* OR hilfe 
OR trag* OR wilkomm* OR humanit* OR aide OR soutien* OR solida* OR acceuil* OR 
humanitar* OR help OR solidar* OR welcom*)) AND Syri*)  
 
Syntax 2) Migrant Soc. Media 
(europ* AND (wirtschaftsmigr* OR isis OR islamis* OR bedroh* OR gefahr OR daech OR welle 
OR krise OR (mass* AND (bewegung OR einwander*) OR migr* OR immigr* OR illega* OR 
islamis* OR ((migr* OR refug*) AND economique*) vague OR danger OR menace OR crise OR 
((illegal OR economic) AND (immigra* OR migra*)) OR (mass AND (immigration OR 
migration)) OR flood OR threat* OR danger* OR cris*)) AND syri*) 
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The reader can observe that, unlike the search syntax of phase one, these two semantically 
opposed syntaxes are not limited to specific URLs, allowing the software to finally browse the 
social media and other sources in addition to the traditional media (N.B.: the redaction of this 
segment on methods was posterior to the research, hence the finalized queries). These queries 
will ultimately be extrapolated a) on the dates used during Phase One in order to hopefully 
observe a correlation between old and new media as well as b) over a longer period in which, 
if the initial assumptions are correct, a decreasing empathy towards refugees will be visible.  
Following the detailed rather qualitative first segment of this analysis, the extracted main 
themes and keywords for each ‘sentiment’ (that will be addressed in the consecutive analytical 
part and listed in the respective attachments) are aggregated into queries of a more precise 
nature. Finding the ideal search syntax for a project on a subject of this magnitude is quite the 
complicated task: a query, if too imprecise, would gather unworkable amounts of data (while 
also augmenting the probability of findings potentially deemed irrelevant), yet if too narrow 
could assemble too few information due to the inflexibility of the syntax (the choice of terms 
will be explained in the following analytical part). The first syntax, namely the ‘Refugee Soc. 
Media’ query, regroups a series of terms considered with a ‘positive’ penchant towards the 
ongoing situation (recurrently found in the newspaper articles – see respective attachments). 
The second search query consequently encloses recurring language based on negative sentiment 
(as collected and distributed in the first phase).  
When formulated in the search engine (TalkWalker), both search syntaxes were rendered 
mutually exclusive – as in [’Refugee Soc. Media’ NOT ‘Migrant Soc. Media’] and vice versa 
– to ensure the operationalization of the query by preventing overlapping collections. 
 
Difficulties and limitations: Much like its name implies, the decision to opt for a 
quantitative research oftentimes gives way to grand amounts of results at the expense of quality. 
Yet the particularly rigorous choice of terms infused into the search queries prevented the 
analysis from engaging into the oftentimes persistent indefiniteness of quantitative research. 
Having implemented a narrow search syntax founded on the qualitative findings enhanced the 
assurance of collecting thematically relevant results, regardless of the volume of the sample. 
The sample of this second period was numerically far more substantial, yet did not allow an 
analysis of the content, but rather a confident interpretation and illustration of the alternative 
media climate surrounding the refugees. The findings of this second phase, albeit being 
illustrative rather than explanatory, will conceivably demonstrate a relation between the 
sentiment in traditional online news outlets and social media, as well as determine if the two 
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formulate different opinions or if the latter merely amplifies the former. Altogether, the findings 
intend to exhibit a clear shift in sentiment and language over the set period of time and speculate 
on its causes and effects.  
Subsequently, following the display of findings of both phases, an analysis of said 
findings will aim to investigate the potential causes and effects from the media climate and 
establish a relationship between the deteriorating sentiment towards the refugees and their 
physical convergence towards us. 
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A	DIORAMA	OF	THE	CRISIS	COVERAGE	
 
The findings will be presented for each selected case in chronological order before allowing an 
interpretative analysis of the impressions collected along the way. 
 
Case	1:	Aylan	Kurdi	
 
Context	
	
The first of four periods subject to this analysis is certainly the instance offering the 
vastest quantity of articles, amounting to a total of 475 articles (Attachment 1).  
On September 2nd 2015, pictures of Aylan Kurdi’s lifeless body, a three-year-old 
refugee of Kurdish descent washed ashore in Turkey, made the headlines. On their treacherous 
journey to the European ‘safe haven’ in order to flee from the conflict in the Syrian region, 
Aylan as well as his brother and mother drowned after their boat had overturned in the 
Mediterranean.  
Subsequently, built on the impressions of editorial bias, began the classification based 
on sentiment. As a reminder: one of the criteria for the affective categorization was the use of 
humanitarian terms such as refugee as opposed to rather hostile terminology such as migrant, 
an important distinction introduced in the literary review (Gale, 2004, p.330). But these terms 
alone could not determine the overall sentiment of an article, necessitating an in-depth lecture 
and individual interpretation of the whole sample. 
 
Hostile	Sentiment	–	Contextual	Hermeneutics	and	Terminology	
	
Following the Aylan Kurdi incident, the sentiment-based classification of the majority 
of articles was nearly effortless as articles entitled such as Le Figaro 04/09 – “Migrants: le 
triomphe de l’indignation selective” (translated into: the triumph of selective outrage), Die Welt 
04/09 – “Flüchtlingskrise wird für Europa zur riesiger Belastungsprobe” (translated into: 
Refugee crisis is a severe test for Europe) or The Daily Telegraph 04/09 – “Thousands of Isis 
fighters could use migrant crisis to ‘flood’ into Europe” clearly did not inspire trust nor 
empathy towards the refugees.  
Thematically, these and numerous other articles align with the examples addressed in 
the literary review, alongside themes of invasion, potential threats and the draining of public 
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resources (Blood, McKay & Thomas, 2011; Bleiker, Campbell, Hutchison & Nicholson, 2013, 
p. 399; Doherty, 2015, p.58). The recurrent disadvantageous narratives included stories on the 
incapability of Europe to admit such an overwhelming wave of incoming migrants and the 
resulting fatal consequences for the Old Continent. The archetype article operating this 
narrative construction incorporated the notions that Europeans might become a minority on 
their own continent, that political correctness makes Europe appear weak, that albeit the 
political elite’s compassionate intentions, the social system will unquestionably collapse under 
the weight of the foreign plethora and that instead of expressing empathy towards people 
sharing Aylan’s fate, this event should be regarded as a red flag demonstrating the dangerous 
quantity of people trying to converge to Europe.  
Based on the fundamental assumption that it is the refugee’s righteous privilege to claim 
asylum (Gale, 2004, p.330), any articles questioning or mistrusting this right were 
axiomatically qualified as ‘negative’ in their hostile stand towards the refugee’s right to asylum 
and dismal portrayals of potential unfounded dangers. This includes the articles suggesting a 
systematic aloofness between ‘them’ and ‘us’ as well as rash amalgamations. Specifically 
articles such as The Daily Telegraph 04/09 – “Today’s refugees – Tomorrow’s Jihadists: 
Understanding Other Cultures” fueled a climate of fear towards- and isolation of the ‘other’ 
that expressly and intentionally applied broad generalizations of all refugees.  
It appeared that articles presenting symptoms of apathy indeed oftentimes employed the 
word ‘migrants’ as their tone went as follows: “It came as the migrant crisis engulfing Europe 
deepened”, “More and more migrants were arriving” and “à la vue de la photo d’Aylan Kurdi, 
un Syrien migrant de 3 ans” (when seeing the pictures of three-year-old migrant Aylan Kurdi) 
said Le Figaro, openly accusing media outlets having published the pictures of emotional 
blackmail (respectively: The Daily Telegraph 01/09 – “David Cameron faces setbacks over EU 
referendum”; The Daily Telegraph 02/09 – “'We'll stay here until they let us on the train' - 
migrants at Budapest station”; Le Figaro 03/09 – “La photo d'Aylan Kurdi nous interdit 
d'ignorer les conséquences de la crise migratoire”). In those examples which constitute only a 
small yet representative sample of the ‘hostile’ articles, the semantic field of ‘migrant’ creates 
an unfavorable environment in which the subject of this analysis is falsely portrayed as 
deliberately migrating towards Europe rather than being forced to. 
 
Although the mere usage of the ‘refugee/migrant’ terminology did not infallibly 
guarantee a ‘positive/negative’ sentiment, the deeper analysis of the content allowed to observe 
strong trends that would indicate so.  
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Sympathetic	Sentiment	–	Contextual	Hermeneutics	and	Terminology	
	
On the other hand, articles such as The Daily Telegraph 06/09 – “It’s inhumane not to 
take in Syrian refugees”, La Libération 04/09 – “Ne dites plus ‘migrant’” (translated into: do 
not call them migrants anymore), Die Welt 04/09 – “Warum Europa schon alles verkraften 
wird” (translated into: why Europe will endure anything) and 310 other articles stipulated 
sympathy and encouraged humanitarian behavior, as opposed to the total of 162 ‘negative’ 
articles (see Graph 1).  
This human tragedy generated a great deal of sympathy towards the refugees in the 
media as the readership was once more reminded of the human toll (as opposed to the often 
reported financial toll) of the humanitarian crisis. The grand majority of articles revealed the 
hazards encountered by the refugees attempting to reach ‘safe havens’, emphasized on the 
reasons as to why they engage into such a perilous journey as well as on Europe’s capacity, and 
by all means, its obligation to help.  
Comparably to the earlier mentioned example in which mass media’s increased 
attention towards the struggle of Kosovar refugees triggered a shift of the public opinion in 
favor of supporting the former, previously portrayed as economic opportunists, smoothed the 
path for a rare instance of ‘popular refugees’ (Gibney, 1999, p.28). The focus on a specific 
belligerent family – putting a face on the refugee crisis – is found to be particularly powerful 
due to its emotional allure: Aylan Kurdi and his family became symbolic representations of 
suffering and therefore “central to soliciting an audience’s compassion” (Bleiker, Campbell, 
Hutchison & Nicholson, 2013, p.406). In other words: the same way a “crowd of people in 
danger is faceless and can actually numb viewers” (idem), the focus on a single family can 
Graph	1	
Sentiment	over	time	
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stimulate compassionate emotional reactions. This collection of articles was thus axiomatically 
qualified as ‘positive’ (or sympathetic). 
A deep analysis of the content allowed a glimpse into the reoccurring differentiations 
between the terms ‘migrant’ and ‘refugee’: “fair share of refugees fleeing the war in Syria and 
other conflicts” (The Guardian 02/09 – “David Miliband: failure to take in refugees an 
abandonment of UK’s humanitarian traditions), “UK asylum for more refugees” (The Daily 
Telegraph 03/04 – “EU migrant crisis: how to help refugees like Aylan Kurdi), “annonce de 
son gouvernement d’accueillir 50 réfugiés syriens” (La Libération 04/09 - Migrants : tour 
d'horizon des initiatives citoyennes en Europe) which translates into ‘the announcement by her 
government to welcome 50 refugees’, and various other occurrences of ‘refugee’ in the articles 
showed thematic manifestations of sympathy and humanitarianism associated with the term 
‘refugee’.  
Die Welt 02/09 – “Flüchtlingskrise: Europa zahlt den Preis für seine Gleichgültigkeit” 
addresses the purely legal distinction between both terms (as clarified in the literary review) as 
well as the consequences of the wilfully constant reoccurring semantic compound. “Even when 
the difference is recognized, some news outlets resort to [loopholes] by trying to convince that  
people are ‘economic migrants’ even though they are clearly fleeing persecution” (translation). 
In like manner, the editorial of La Libération 04/09 – “Ne dites plus ‘migrant’” critically 
addressed the weight of each designation as the term ‘migrants’ allows neglecting the aspect of 
the contemporary human tragedy and puts it in a broader context as ‘migratory waves’ have 
been ‘crashing’ into the European Eldorado for decades, considering this just “one more victim 
of the long list of cruelties of the world” (translated – identical emphasis in the original). Yet, 
the editorial highlights the importance of the term ‘refugee’ as the great majority of people are 
fleeing their country because of persecution and war. The article’s conclusion, that is to say, 
“would it ever come to anyone’s mind to qualify people of Jewish faith fleeing Nazi persecution 
in the 1930’s as migrants?” puts the issue in perspective quite efficiently.  
 
Policy	Changes	
 
Regarding potential media power, numerous policy responses followed the event: on 
September 4th 2015, UK’s Prime Minister David Cameron surprised everyone by announcing 
that “Britain will accept ‘thousands more’ Syrian refugees” (Dathan, 2015), a decision that 
embodied a radical change of Britain’s hitherto arguably conservative policy towards the 
situation. Furthermore, succumbing to additional political pressure from both Germany and 
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France, the European Commission released its refugee relocation plan intended to redistribute 
the charge in order to ease the ‘burden’ of the most affected countries and offer the refugees 
more humane conditions while countless additional political commitments have been made 
throughout the continent (Le Monde, 2015).  
Although being evident, the establishment of an indisputable correlation between the 
mediatization of Aylan Kurdi and the hospitable policy responses is virtually a futile task – 
especially in recent events including a great variety of actors (De Franco, 2012, p.18). Yet other 
research suggests that extensive reporting on tragedies (such as Aylan Kurdi’ story) 
unquestionably affect the policy makers (Robinson, 1999, p.301).  
Heretofore, there had been countless of shipwrecks and sadly children that shared Aylan 
Kurdi’s fate before, yet the hyper-mediatization of this specific event arguably made a change 
in the political world due to the overwhelming, overarching positive sentiment towards refugees 
as the media reminded everyone that, above all, refugees are people just like ‘us’ – representing 
‘them’ as desegregated and in desperate need of ‘our’ help. 
 
Case	2:	Paris	Attacks 
 
Context	
 
Two and a half months later followed another tragedy of unpredictable proportions: 
130 people died and over 400 people were injured in violent attacks as terrorists associated with 
the Islamic State took on the Parisian nightlife – and shook the world. The context of terror 
attacks, which in turn thematically fuels fear, sensationalism and therefore premature 
amalgamations, leads to the justified assumption that, unlike the previous case of Aylan Kurdi, 
the general sentiment will be significantly more austere.  
 
Hostile	Sentiment	–	Contextual	Hermeneutics	and	Terminology	
	
Ultimately 117 articles painted a rather hostile picture of refugees whereas 56 ‘positive’ articles 
were found. Noteworthy examples of hostile depictions are: The Daily Telegraph 15/11 – “Why 
aren’t we standing up to the enemy within?” or “French suicide attacker trained in Syria”, Die 
Welt 15/11 – “Erreicht der Terror jetzt Deutschland?” (translates into: Will terrorism reach 
Germany next?), Le Figaro 14/11 – “L’un des terroristes du Stade de France est passé par la 
Grèce” (translates into: One of the terrorists of the Stade de France arrived through Greece), 
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The Guardian 14/11 – “Paris Attacks: European leaders link terror threats to immigration” and 
“Syrian who apparently passed through Greece as refugee was ‘one of Paris killers”. The 
majority of articles follow this thematic editorial line (see Attachment 2). 
 
Furthermore, the trend amplified over the weekend as a lack of stability (Mares, 2003, 
p. 333; Robinson, 1999, p.305; De Franco, 2012, p.11) and rationality admitted an excess of 
live feeds covering the manhunts, allowing the media to wildly speculate on ongoing 
investigations.  
Specifically, the Syrian passport found at one of the six ‘crime scenes’ nourished a 
panoply of articles based on angst towards the “enemy within”. In terms of framing, the themes 
have become more radical and various articles adopted a strategy of fear of foreign threats, 
especially dangerous as the ‘alien’ was supposedly hiding ‘within’ and the latter was often 
associated with the refugees. Even more dangerous were amalgamations of this nature: The 
Daily Telegraph 14/11 “Paris attacks: how should Christians deal with murderous Islamists?”, 
ironically sharing the distorted world view of a religious war as the actual enemy, the Islamic 
State.  
A preponderant amount of articles in this batch swiftly resorted to a language similar to 
previously mentioned research on media depictions of refugees (Blood, McKay & Thomas, 
2011) by enforcing the invasion narrative infused with ill-founded allegations towards the 
refugees by associating them with the imminent threat of terrorist attacks – based on one 
recovered Syrian passport – constructing public anxiety directed towards the entire community 
(idem). The cultural gap between ‘us’ and ‘them’ now mainly grounded on religious 
disparities becomes strongly emphasized and the latter category oftentimes circumscribed a 
greater Syrian public rather than the particular individuals that committed the horrendous 
crimes against Paris. Similar to the phenomenon observed at an earlier stage with Aylan Kurdi 
Graph	2	
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and his family, this highly mediated event elevated the terrorists to an allegorical emblem of 
the refugee movement.  
A Daily Telegraph Blog even went as far as declaring that “one out three 
‘refugee/immigrant’ is a ‘sleeper’ fundamentalist” (14/11 – “What do you expect?”). 
Assuming that The Daily Telegraph does not have much authority on the editorial lines of its 
blogs prior to their publication, it is surprising that the post is nonetheless still accessible months 
later, at the time of writing this analysis. 
This second instance once more exhibited the misleading and unjustified homogeneity 
of both terms ‘migrant’ and ‘refugees’ as numerous newspapers still apply the words arbitrarily. 
The Daily Telegraph “warned in recent months of security fears caused by the flood of migrants 
– many from Syria and Iraq” (14/11 – “Paris attacks put dagger through heart of liberal Europe”) 
and of “the flood of migrants from precisely the region which is spawning this movement, must 
now be regarded as outrageously dangerous.” (14/11 – “Paris terror attacks: The West is at war 
with a death cult – we must join together to stamp it out”).  
The narratives tell of Terrorists entering Europe “along with the mass of migrants 
making their way from the Middle East” (The Daily Telegraph 15/11 – “Europe must have 
stronger borders”) or of the unbearable toll on domestic social systems, amongst others: 
“certains habitants de ce pays ont peur de devoir partager, et de devenir plus pauvres. Ils veulent 
empêcher les migrants de venir.” – translated into: various citizen living in this country are 
frightened of having to share and becoming impoverished. They want to prevent the migrants 
from coming. (La Libération 13/11 – “Pourquoi ne peuvent-ils pas aller où ils veulent?”).  
 
Sympathetic	Sentiment	–	Contextual	Hermeneutics	and	Terminology	
 
Yet a few newspapers took a rather sober approach by critically addressing the very 
othering occurring throughout the continent and reporting on stories of exchange and successful 
encounters: La Libération 15/11 – “Le vieux réflexe du repli sur soi plane sur l’Union 
Européenne” (translates into: The old reflex of withdrawal floats over Europe), The Guardian 
14/11 – “'People want to help': Scottish town prepares to host Syrian refugees”, La Libération 
13/11 – “Pourquoi ne peuvent-ils pas aller où ils veulent?” (translates into: Why can’t they go 
where they please?) or The Guardian 12/11 – “View on global migration: it’s part of Europe’s 
future” (the latter being an editorial piece). These less sensationalist articles made efforts to 
control the detrimental effects of the narratives conveyed by the best part of the articles 
evaluated in the hostile sentiment segment by applying a factual perspective. Various French 
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newspapers reminded their lectors to avoid mixing up the terminology when talking about 
refugees, accentuating that the latter are in no way linked to the attacks (Le Figaro 15/11 – “Les 
attentats de Paris au cœur du G20” & La Libération 15/11 - Sarkozy : “L'Europe doit poser les 
conditions d'une nouvelle politique d'immigration. Il n'y a pas de lien, évidemment”), yet the 
recurring amalgamations in this delicate media environment certainly are not to the refugee’s 
advantage. Instead, in order to channel once more the sympathy experienced in earlier 
September, the remaining ‘positive’ articles reported on the necessity for humanitarian 
intervention and tales of solidarity. 
For example, The Guardian reported on “15 Syrian refugee families fleeing bombs” 
(15/11 - It’s a wonderful life: Scotland’s holiday isle prepares to greet its first Syrian refugees”) 
and “Turkey [being] home to 2.3 million Syrian war refugees” (12/11 – “EU leaders race to 
secure €3bn migrant deal with Turkish president”, with a clear reoccurring emphasis on the 
tragic fate of the Syrians as well as stories of positive cultural exchanges.  
 
Policy	Changes	
 
On top of it’s overall negative sentiment, this instance is indubitably one of the first 
crucial developments leading to the closing of borders in a number of European countries 
experienced at the time of writing. In terms of media influence, enforced negative frames and 
war-vocabulary (and the resulting hostile media environment) arguably forced the political elite 
to react swiftly (De Franco, 2012, p.13). The newspaper articles reported on: The Daily 
Telegraph 15/11 – “Europe must have stronger borders”, “Pass the Snooper’s charter now, or 
London will be next” and “Paris attacks: EU border crisis as France demands new controls”, 
Die Welt 15/11 “Dies ist kein Terrorismus mehr, das ist Krieg” (which translates into: This 
isn’t terrorism anymore, this is war). The zenith of these frames are the (unfortunately accurate) 
articles entitled “Paris attacks put dagger through heart of liberal Europe” and “Paris terror 
attacks an alarm bell for liberal, borderless Europe” (both published by the Daily Telegraph on 
14/11), as the European political spectrum moves gradually to the right. Consequently, just one 
day following the attacks, the newly-elected Polish government announced they would no 
longer accept refugees under the EU distribution system due to the risks of terrorists being 
amongst ‘them’. Four days later, several countries including Croatia and Slovenia followed the 
same impulse of confinement (International Centre for Migration Policy Development, 2015).  
Coupled with the media power assessment of the previous instance, albeit it being 
virtually impossible to fully confirm the correlation between the media sentiment and the policy 
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responses in various European countries, the findings seem to indicate a political reaction to 
the extensive, although oftentimes perplexing, coverage on the Paris attacks. Perhaps the 
following segments will further assist the observation of a coupled media and political 
sentiment. 
 
Case	3:	One	million	refugees	arrived	in	the	E.U.	
 
Context	
 
In order to analyze a comparatively ‘neutral’ yet strongly mediatized event, the 
announcement of the millionth migrant arriving in the European Union in 2015 was deemed 
adequate for this analysis. Yet, even though this instance seems detached from ‘positive’ nor 
‘negative’ events, the relative immensity of the before mentioned number encouraged ‘flood’ 
terminologies resembling the phenomena in Australian news outlets (Bleiker, Cambpell, 
Hutchison & Nicholson, 2013) as ‘invaders’ attempt to take over Europe (The entire list of 
articles can be found in Attachment 3). 
 
Hostile	Sentiment	–	Contextual	Hermeneutics	and	Terminology	
 
 The unfavorable articles, as anticipated, maintained their semantic field of danger and 
floods as they reported as follows: “Die Welt 21/12 – Deutsche Polizei: Haben nur zehn Prozent 
der Flüchtlinge kontrolliert” (translates into: German police merely controlled ten percent of 
refugees), “The Guardian – The refugee crisis is forcing Germans to ask: who are we?”, “Die 
Welt – Flüchtlinge mit Syrien-Pässen aus IS-Quelle in Deutschland” (German for: refugees 
with Syrian passports provided by the Islamic State), “Le Figaro 22/12 – Un million de migrants 
arrivés en Europe en 2015”, “Die Welt 23/12 – Islamismus: In einigen Ländern droht Christen 
die Auslöschung” (which translates into Islamism: Christians are prone to obliteration in 
numerous countries) or “The Daily Telegraph 23/12 – 100,000 illegal migrants stopped from 
entering Britain over the past year”. A month after the Paris attacks, the media atmosphere still 
employed the ‘terrorist within’ narrative mentioned in the previous segment. 
Regarding the framing of the ‘negative’ articles, on top of the recurrent themes, it 
seemed that a panoply of articles emphasized on the illegal factor of the mass migration. Yet 
by systematically reporting on ‘undocumented illegals’, the readership might become inclined 
to doubt on the very entitlement of vindication for the migrants and assume that the latter had 
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broken the law and therefore are dishonest disingenuous people (Gale, 2004, p.330 & Doherty, 
2015, p,10). The Daily Telegraph 23/12 – “100,000 illegal migrants stopped from entering 
Britain over the past year”, Die Welt 23/12 – “Oettinger: Einreise ohne Registrierung stoppen” 
(translates into: Oettinger: must stop arrivals without registration),  or Die Welt 22/12 – 
“Flüchtlinge mit falschen Pässen aus IS-Beständen eingereist” (German for: Refugees with fake 
identifications assimilated with IS entered the country): these articles and others (Attachment 
3) do not inspire trust; on the contrary, they constitute ‘self-evident’ reductionist depictions. 
Leaving no room for impartial clarifications, these kind of self-referential articles portraying 
refugees as illegal, undeserving migrants are manifestly difficult to argue with (Millington, 
2010, p.366). Yet for the first time, the sentiment tendencies seem unsystematic as you can see 
below. 
 
 
Sympathetic	Sentiment	–	Contextual	Hermeneutics	and	Terminology	
 
As anticipated, December 22nd displays a peak of antipathy, most probably due to the 
uneasiness of the reported number mentioned above, yet Graph 3 astonishes with a rise of 
sympathy the following days. It is prudent to consider the influence of the Christmas holidays 
affecting the overall sentiment, thematically recurrent in the list of articles deemed ‘positive’: 
“Die Welt 24/12 – Weihnachtsmänner beschenken Kinder in Flüchtlingsunterkunft” (which 
translates into: Santa Claus’s give presents to children in refugee camp), “Die Welt 23/12 – 
Flüchtlinge: Das geniale Gefühl, helfen zu können” (translates into: Refugees, the great feeling 
being able to help), “The Guardian 22/12 – Lesbos is swept by wave of compassion as refugees 
continue to arrive by sea”, “The Guardian 23/12 – The people sharing their homes with asylum 
seekers this Christmas” and “Süddeutsche Zeitung 23/12 – Nichts als Gerüchte” (German for: 
Graph	3	
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Nothing but rumors). Alongside these heartwarming Christmas related articles, many other 
articles addressed stories of empathy, felicitous encounters and integration, totaling a sum of 
82 articles deemed ‘positive’, as opposed to 71 ‘negative’ articles (the entire list of articles is 
in Attachment 3).  
 
Policy	Changes	
	
In terms of media power, this instance is curious for it is not coupled to any major event 
comparative to the former two: accordingly, it is rather an extension of the greater political 
context shaped by the latter instance than a disruptive event on its own. The political 
atmosphere is almost palpably continuing to shift to the right throughout the entire continent as 
the fear of the ‘Other’ grows stronger. Following the first retreats of the European distribution 
plan, the apprehensive tendency strengthened as Hungary, Austria and Macedonia constructed 
fences on their southern borders. Consequently, a mere 3346 places were made available in 
fourteen European countries out of the initially 160,000 planned places (International Centre 
for Migration Policy Development, 2015). ‘Thankfully’, the holiday season seems to have 
somewhat managed to contain the negative narrative frames. Although not for long, as the 
following instance occurred just a week later.  
 
 
Case	4:	New	Years	in	Cologne	
 
Context	
	
The latest, most recent event in this illustrative and exploratory phase is the incident 
that occurred in Cologne, Germany’s fourth largest city, on New Years’ eve. During the yearly 
festivities, numerous women were attacked verbally as well as physically on one of the main 
squares and first investigations indicated that the offenders were of foreign origin.  
 
It is important to clarify that the online newspaper analysis does not begin on January 
1st as the news outlets only started reporting on it several days later. This delay is due to the 
time needed to establish the scale of the incident as more and more complaints were deposited 
at the police stations. Even though posterior inspections clarified that the perpetrators were of 
North-African origins, during the time of publishing many newspapers speculated on potential 
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refugees amongst the suspects (this late realization did unfortunately not relax the growing 
national anti-immigration movements such as PEGIDA). The sample was initially constituted 
of 163 articles yet merely 140 were deemed relevant – rendering this sample the poorest of the 
batch. Nevertheless, this collection increases the knowledge on the subject and enriches it with 
additional content: it presents the first instance of continuous antipathy towards Syrians (see 
Graph 4) and is representative of the general tone towards immigration in the beginning of the 
year 2016. Readers will know in which manner the situation developed further on (both 
politically and socially), yet at the time of researching for this thesis, this occurrence concludes 
the chronological range. 
 
 
Hostile	Sentiment	–	Contextual	Hermeneutics	and	Terminology	
	
Early January was, generally speaking, an eventful period in European politics not only 
as the refugee distribution program of the European Commission was dismissed by most 
countries but also Schengen, the E.U.’s agreement on free movement, was questioned in a 
growing number of nations inside the Union. Graph 4 clearly exhibits a general discontent 
towards migration issues in a time when solidarity was extremely put to the test: 89 articles set 
a hard tone towards Syrians and refugees in general whereas just as little as 51 ‘positive’ articles 
attempt to soften the existent reluctant perceptions. Needless to say, the Cologne attacks on 
women are the dominant theme with articles entitled: “Die Welt 07/01 – Köln: Zu wenig 
Polizei, zu lasche Gesetze, zu nachgiebig” (German for: Cologne: too little police, laws too 
soft, too much indulgence), “The Daily Telegraph 07/01 – Sexual assaults and Migrants”, “Le 
Figaro 06/01 – Angela Merkel sous pression après les viols à Cologne” (French for: Angela 
Graph	4	
	Sentiment	over	time	
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Merkel under pressure after Cologne sexual assaults) and numerous other articles (complete list 
is in attachment 4) start exhibiting symptoms of rather radical frames towards migrants.  
The newspapers were even episodically prone to conspiracy theories (“Die Welt 07/01 
– Insider: Was die Kölner Polizeiführung verschwiegen hat” and “Die Welt 07/01 – Übergriffe 
in Köln: Wurde herkunft der Täter bewusst nicht genannt?”) which translated in accusations 
towards the local police department for supposedly having hidden the offenders’ origins in 
order to protect the refugees. It is interesting to emphasize on the hinted allegations of ‘treason’, 
somewhat implying that the police helped the enemy rather than their fellow citizen. In 
perspective, we know today that the police’s secrecy on their provenances was reasonably 
implemented, since the perpetrators were indeed identified as not being refugees. The 
remaining 84 ‘negative’ articles address the before mentioned crumbling of united European 
solidarity amongst other themes – such as the enemy within plot discovered in the findings on 
the Paris attacks. Notably in the early stages of investigation, it seemed as if the media 
conveniently ‘jumped’ onto the particular existing template discovered in the segment on the 
Paris attacks in order to (falsely) place it into a broader context. Depicting rape, criminality 
and violence as a consequence of the mass migration from the Middle East is the last and 
perhaps strongest amalgamation in this analysis as it is elevated from its particular context and 
extrapolated onto the entirety community (of which the perpetrators constitute a minuscule 
minority). There broadly appears to be a general discontent towards the hitherto ‘open door 
policy’ of several governments (specifically Germany), criticized in an ‘I told you so’ manner. 
 
Sympathetic	Sentiment	–	Contextual	Hermeneutics	and	Terminology	
	
Albeit that the latter category’s numeral superiority, there are still articles that shed a 
better light on the refugees – a mere 36,4%: “Die Welt 07/01 – Flüchtlinge: für die Nachtschicht 
kriegen sie keinen Deutschen” (German for: Refugees – no German wants the night shift) and 
“Süddeutsche Zeitung 06/01 – Das Handwerk betritt Neuland” (translates into: the craft is 
breaking new ground) present stories on succeeded integration of refugees. The noble task of 
shedding a good light onto the refugees seems to become increasingly difficult in a society that, 
due to the reoccurring self-evident ‘negative’ frames, is consumed by oftentimes unjustified 
reductionist fears, therefore resulting to retraction and alienation.  
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Policy	Changes	
 
Following the Events of New Years, the reintroduction of border controls on several 
borders (Denmark-Sweden, Germany-Denmark and various Balkan borders) reflect the 
political atmosphere and lack of cohesion inside the EU. Readers attentive to the situation will 
probably have witnessed how the situation worsened since the time of writing, as well as the 
rise of Eurosceptic parties throughout the continent. Whereas the factual events at issue play a 
critical role in the policy changes observed, one can hardly ignore the recurring and 
overwhelming sentiments in the online news media, “that politicians, led by concerns about 
public support, feel the need to respond quickly and publicly to the images transmitted by the 
media” (De Franco, 2012, p.13),  and that “today’s pervasive media increases the pressure on 
politicians to respond promptly to news accounts that by their very immediacy are incomplete, 
without context and sometimes wrong” (Robinson, 1999, p.302). Although being evident, the 
establishment of an indisputable correlation between the unjustified deterioration of the 
sentiment towards a population initially invited and the political atmosphere is a virtually futile 
task – especially in recent events including this great variety of actors –  yet the previous and 
following findings seem to indicate a relationship. 
 
Case	5:	Alternative	Media	
	
	
 The samples analyzed beforehand display traditional media’s coverage on the issue 
from Aylan Kurdi’s case to the Cologne attacks on New Year’s. Yet a panoramic glimpse into 
the realm of social media could be of strong interest in order to establish if the sphere of 
produsers developed asymmetrically or simply cultivated and amplified the sentiment 
conveyed in the samples previously collected. As the before-mentioned report by Berry & al. 
(2015) presented, there is an abundance of vocabulary and thematic subtleties in reports on the 
refugee crisis throughout the continent. Yet, recurring vocabulary suitable for an effective 
search query is extremely limited. The said report allowed a first assortment of effective key 
words – in British news outlets, the following terms were recurrent: ‘migrant’, ‘immigrant’ 
and ‘illegal’ on one side and ‘refugee’ and ‘asylum seeker’ on the other (Berry & al., 2015, 
Table 3.6, p.37). Similarly, German news outlets utilized the terms ‘Flüchtling’ (refugee), and 
‘Asyl-suchender or -bewerber’ (asylum seeker) as opposed to ‘Migrant’, ‘Immigrant/Ein- or 
Zu-wanderer’ (immigrant), and ‘Wirtschaftsmigranten’, which is German for ‘economic 
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migrant’ (idem, Table 6.5, p.113). The report on press coverage lacked research in French 
newspapers, thus this thesis translated these fundamental terms and enriched each language 
with additional recurring terms (made bold throughout the analysis) found in the previously 
collected articles to form precise search syntaxes (please refer to the attachments 1 to 4). 
 These key words constitute the search queries introduced as ‘Refugee Soc. Media’ and 
‘Migrant Soc. Media’ in the Methods chapter and allowed the follow-up glimpse into the 
Twitterverse, the Facebook Cosmos and the Blog Galaxy. As you can observe in Table 1, a 
larger number of words are characterized by ‘negative’ traits (-) whereas a minority of terms 
share positive connotations (+): this is due to the greater semantic variety of derogatory terms 
and the lack of ‘positive’ perspectives on the subject. Yet the composite of Berry & al.’s 
findings (2015) and the recurrent themes as well as the ‘refugee/migrant’ synonymic adversity 
found in this very analysis somewhat guarantee the operationalization of the search queries as 
they are infused with terms deemed either positive or negative by this and previous research. 
The periodic distinction between ‘refugee’ and ‘migrant’ established in the literary review 
(Gale, 2004; Blood, McKay & Thomas, 2011) and in the terminology segments (both 
sympathetic and hostile) of this analysis was assessed legitimate enough to constitute the 
emblematic insignia of this second research phase. Consequently, based on the said contrast of 
thematic and legal significance, each term was allocated its respective sentiment.  
 
English German French 
Refugee (+) Flüchtling (+) Réfugié(e) (+) 
Asylum (+) Asyl (+) Asil (+) 
Humanitarian (+) Humanitär (+) Humanitaire (+) 
Help (+) Hilfe (+) Aide/Soutien (+) 
Tragedy (+) Tragödie (+) Tragédie (+) 
Solidarity (+) Solidarität (+) Solidarité (+) 
Welcome (+) Wilkommen (+) Acceuil (+) 
Migrant/Immigration (-) Migrant/Immigration (-) Migrant/Immigration (-) 
Flood (-) Welle (-) Vague (-) 
Illegal (-) Illegal (-) Illégal (-) 
Threat/Danger (-) Bedrohung/Gefahr (-) Danger/Menace (-) 
Crisis (-) Krise (-) Crise (-) 
Islamism (-) Islamism (-) Islamism (-) 
Daech/ISIS (-) Daech/ISIS (-) Daech/ISIS (-) 
Economic Mig./Immig. (-) Wirtschaftsmigrant (-) Migrant Économique (-) 
Mass Mig./Immig. (-) Masseneinwanderung (-) Migration en masse (-) 
Syria (contextual) Syrien (contextual) Syrie (contextual) 
Europe (contextual) Europa (contextual) Europe (contextual) 
 Table	1	
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 To quickly reiterate what has been stated in the Methods segment (on p.31), the search 
queries were designed in a manner that offers an explicit impression of the social media 
‘sentiment’ on the issue by countering search queries with contrasting terms. The anticipation 
of gargantuan amounts of search results does not allow a method of exploratory angling nor an 
in-depth lecture of all collected documents comparable to the one above. This precise search 
syntax allowed to confine a sample that otherwise would have been too substantial and therefore 
prone to produce thematically inadequate results, yet displays the recurrence of said set of 
specific terms. Subsequently, the probe collected a total of 84,200 blog and social media posts 
originating from France, Germany and the United Kingdom over a time period of 5 months – 
August 16th 2015 to January 16th 2016 – and exhibited very interesting trends visible below 
(Graph 5.1).  
 
 
  
 In accordance with the findings of the previous samples, various considerable shifts 
appear to have occurred throughout the timeframe of the analysis. Similar to the first instance 
analyzed, namely the Aylan Kurdi incident, the quantity of online publications reconstructed 
with the ‘Refugee Soc. Media’ query appears to acutely ascend in a comparably acute manner 
(see Graph 1 to compare). In contrast, the Paris attacks on November 13th exhibit a violent 
increase of posts collected by the ‘Migrant Soc. Media’ search syntax (similarly to the one 
observed in Graph 2). 
 The remaining two events analyzed – that is to say ‘Million Refugee’ and ‘Cologne’ 
instances – albeit demonstrating less contrasting alterations by comparison, still appear to show 
parallels with the findings (as seen on Graphs 3 and 4). This quantitative segment of the 
Graph	5.1	
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analysis, rather than offering an in-depth understanding of the 
contents at play, enabled a quantification of the previously 
collected data and impressions by granting a visualization of the 
general climate of the web, based on sentiment.  
 Besides nearly mimicking the initial sample’s tendencies 
on all four occasions, Graph 5.1. and 5.2 confirm the generally 
‘negative’ sentiment as well as the decline of sympathy towards 
the refugees reflected in the qualitative section above.  
 Truly interesting here is the consonance between the 
sentiment sampled in the traditional online news outlets and the 
supposedly alternative data collected from user generated platforms. In this case, the findings 
conform with the idea put forward in the literary review stating that social media users, although 
having the platforms to potentially share their own ideas, are paradoxically very likely to 
encourage the mainstream media by amplifying its view of things (Reese, et.al. as cited by 
Dahlgren, 2009, p.179; Dahlgren, 2013). This correlation as well as its internal mechanics and 
possible consequences will be discussed below. 
 
Overall	assessment	
 
Although the collection of articles has not been dissected in a detailed thematic manner 
as is oftentimes the case in standard content analyses, this arguably healthy balanced method 
of quantitative and qualitative research based on sentiment showed interesting phenomena.  
 
The	fragile	liquidity	of	the	sentiment	on	refugees		
	
As expected, and in line with the findings of Berry & al. (2015), the three newspapers 
identified as center-right (The Daily Telegraph, Le Figaro and Die Welt) generally – yet not 
invariably – applied a refugee/migrant amalgamation whereas the left-oriented newspapers 
(The Guardian, La Libération and Süddeutsche Zeitung) revealed to be more sympathetic 
towards the refugees by acknowledging and stressing the semantic and symbolic distinction. 
Still, this bias was evidently predictable and already subject to previous research. What is 
actually intriguing here is to what extent single events alter the sentiment (“transitive”) on an 
identical subject (“intransitive”) so drastically throughout the whole sample: in some cases, a 
tragedy resulted in solidarity (Aylan Kurdi) whereas in other cases in utter alienation (Paris 
Graph	5.2	
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Attacks) – respectively opening or shutting metaphorical and literal doors. The findings and 
graphs, when analyzed individually, show clear patterns and drastic shifts as particular events 
alter the editorial climate. Yet this is not merely a result of the language utilized in the article.  
Due to the frequency of publications on the matter and the variety of interpretative 
sentiments, achieving a rational objective interpretation of the situation is a rather difficult task, 
both for the researcher and the casual reader. In the same fashion as Bauman’s ideas on liquid 
modernity, the rapid frequency of changes in description and perception of a single event or 
community (as opposed to Bauman’s social forms and institutions) does not allow an 
individual’s comprehension of the phenomenon to solidify, as the differentiating terminology 
of the news outlets are defined by uncertainty (Bauman, 2006). The resulting lack of clarity 
fuels an environment prone to speculations in which the boundaries of identities become fluid 
themselves. Rather than offering a coherent rendering of the occurrences and actors, the 
findings presented strongly diverging distinctive rhetorical strategies in which the ‘safe’ and 
inclusive refugee and the ‘dangerous’ therefore exclusive migrant become allegories of an 
indistinguishable incoherent whole. 
	
The	juxtaposition	of	opposing	frames	
	
The process of opposing ‘good’ and ‘bad’ articles allowed to exhibit a clear contrast of 
sentiment, therefore facilitating the distinction of diverging patterns in order to facilitate 
analytical organization and illustration of the findings. The preceding pages merely allowed a 
summary of recurring media frames yet the primary ones were addressed and showed clear 
resemblances with the case analyses mentioned in the literary review (N.B.: all key themes are 
available in their respective attachments).  
Attentive readers will have observed that although the presence of binary narrative 
systems is discernible in the sentiment of the articles, the distinction between ‘refugee’ and 
‘migrant’ is extremely ambiguous: the discrepancy of those two terms that so clearly had been 
established in previous research and occasionally emphasized by news outlets seems to have 
evolved into an interchangeable system, a distorted synonymy proven to be quite critical for a 
particular portion of people in the sensitive context that is the refugee crisis ongoing today. An 
article in the German press summarized this binary confusion quite accurately (and satirically) 
when saying that “unlike like the most popular television programs, in which the world is 
clearly divided into good and bad, refugees are in desperate need of help yet they are Muslim 
migrants, they carry children in their arms yet could be carrying Ebola or Tuberculosis, they 
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could be the solution to Germany’s demographic issues but are probably just terrorist 
sleepers” (translated from: Die Welt 15/11 – “Ausnahmezustand”). Furthermore (and in line 
with the Baumanesque rationale put forward above), the journalist continues by stating that this 
lack of distinction, combined with the indeterminateness of a conflict which is both far (Middle 
East) and close (Europe), as well as the excitement of the “internet-twenty-four-seven-binge-
watching-era” charges the contemporary situation with an extremely peculiar, liminal character 
– sometimes leading to premature interpretations and reactions.  
Based on these assumptions, one could argue that rather than exposing “conciliatory” 
qualities (El-Nawawy & Powers, 2014, p.197), online news outlets sampled in this research 
displayed divisive powers, with fragmented audiences and apparent expanding emotional 
distances between them, leading to “particularistic reactions” (Mouffe, 2013, p.61) such as the 
policy changes applied throughout the EU in the months prior to this analysis.  
 
The	gradual	development	towards	aversion	
	
This is crucial in a context of a predicament in which the uncertainty of the analyzed 
events align with an uncertainty on local risk assessments: Sociologist Deborah Lupton gives a 
rather adequate insight as to why this is. In her book entitled Risk, she found that people, by 
nature, have a propensity to overestimate risk once it becomes more likely to happen to 
themselves or as it comes closer (Lupton, 1999, p. 21). This aligns with the rationale of 
archetype of events put forward on p.29 in which the Charlie Hebdo attacks constitute an 
exception, whereas the ‘Paris Attacks’ and ‘Cologne Attacks’ could have occurred to just about 
anyone amongst us. She adds that “risks that are seen to be rare but memorable tend to be 
overestimated while those that are considered to be common and less serious are 
underestimated” (Lupton, idem), an observation that applies both to the individual and to 
society. This being established, the observation of a steady disfavor towards the potential source 
of risk seems to come as no surprise as the refugees are geographically forthcoming and the 
frames plainly gradually worsening in their disfavor.    
Naturally, the analysis of four singular instances over such a complex and lengthy 
subject cannot guarantee an exact overview of said subject, yet when comparing the results of 
all instances (and specifically the shares of sentiment) in addition to the alternative media 
findings, they confidently seem to indicate a progressive shift of the newspapers’ attitudes 
towards less enthusiastic representations of the refugees greatly due to the reasons mentioned 
above and below. As mentioned in the methods segment of this thesis, this selection of instances 
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should be considered as a set of the type of events that tend to recurrently surface in the media. 
Established as archetypes of events in which ‘one of us’ or ‘one of them’ were victims, as 
opposed to minor stories that could have been subject to this analysis, these peculiar instances 
compose critical illustrations that thus can be extrapolated onto the latter rather trivial stories.  
Recurring simplistic narratives of danger (be they of economical or physical nature) as 
well as the uncertainty and unintelligibility of covered events lead incidentally, yet almost 
organically to circumstances of strong ‘othering’ and stigmatization. It is safe to assume that 
the reoccurring amalgamations of ‘refugee’, ‘migrant’ and ‘imminent threat’ enhance the 
previously mentioned suspicion towards potential dangers, leading to the stigmatization of the 
suspects and the fabrication of ‘Fortress Europe’. Nowadays, stigma might not be a physical 
mark anymore, but remains as a general disgrace in people’s minds towards social identities 
reduced to negative categories (Goffman, 1963, p. 11). In our case, these ‘social identities’ often 
encompass the terms ‘refugee’, ‘migrant’ as well as the idea of ‘imminent threat’, projecting 
the latter three into a self-reinforcing cycle of discrimination. The process of self-reinforcement 
is perhaps best described as follows: 
 
“If a ‘risk’ is understood as a product of perception and cultural understanding, 
then to draw a distinction between ‘real’ risks (as measured and identified by ‘experts’) 
and ‘false’ risks (as perceived by members of the public) is irrelevant. Both perspectives 
are describing forms of risk, and both lead to certain actions. It is the ways in which these 
understandings are constructed and acted upon that is considered important, not the extent 
to which one perspective may be considered to be more ‘accurate’ or less ‘biased’ than 
the other, for this distinction is also considered to be irrelevant.” (Lupton, 1999, p. 34)  
It becomes apparent that the veracity of allegations and assimilations becomes 
unimportant in a society of self-reflexivity in which one would instinctively weigh out each 
available scenario, naturally opting for the apparent safer option as well as projecting anxieties 
and fears “onto certain groups: those that are defined as the marginalized and stigmatized 
‘risky’ Other” (idem, p.126). A media environment in which the opposing ‘Other’ exclusively 
consists of foreigners (of different faith), and in which it appears that throughout time the 
sentiment towards said other is deteriorating (Graph 1 to 5), might illustrate one of the greatest 
hazards of hasty, speculative and sensationalist modern journalism as the mental 
distance/difference between ‘us’ and ‘them’ becomes more significant and the conservative 
parties throughout the E.U. gain momentum.  
This particular duality of oppositions in which the change of behavior of a risk society 
(Lupton, 1999) towards certain communities and groups of people is cultivated by twofold 
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narratives and a framework of fear, can have rather drastic responses. Seale illustrates this 
phenomenon quite accurately: “Ideologues who take on the task of forming imagined 
communities [...] have generally found their burden considerably eased when they can find an 
enemy that is safe to hate” (Seale, 2007, p. 93). Whereas ‘hate’ towards terrorist and individuals 
which pose a genuine threat is justifiable, a context in which ‘refugee’ and ‘migrant’ seem like 
interchangeable variables, yet the latter is oftentimes assimilated to the enemy within, creates a 
(truly unjustifiable) hostile environment for the former. As mentioned in the literary review, 
the vast majority of people engaging in the perilous journey towards Europe are fleeing from 
prosecution and war, legally entitled – if not morally warranted –  to seek asylum according to 
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Yet the common substitution of these semantic 
variables seems to have been to the detriment of the said people due to the extrapolation of the 
aversion and hate towards the legitimate threatening ‘other’ – resulting in a treacherous 
dehumanization of the entire semantic body as “defining the Other as vermin harnesses the 
deeply entrenched fears, revulsion and disgust in the service of extermination. But also, and 
more seminally, it places the Other at an enormous mental distance at which moral rights are 
no longer visible. Having been stripped of humanity and redefined as vermin, the Other is no 
more an object of moral evaluation.” (Bauman, 1991, p.48 quoted in Lupton, 199, p.133). This 
citation is perchance the most accurate synthesis of the ongoing gradual development towards 
aversion.  
Us	vs	Them	
 
Whereas at the European level, divided audiences contend with each other on a playfield 
in Mouffe’s logic of agonistic forces, constituting opposed entities also known as ‘us’ and 
‘them’ (respectively the former comprising pro- and the latter forming the contra and vice-versa 
depending on the perspective), a third collective identity participates in this arena of the 
political (Mouffe, 2005): the refugees (or the ‘Other’). Yet, we ignore what happens when the 
political subject of the ‘us vs. them’ design does not constitute an ‘it’ but rather another ‘them’. 
The progressive development towards aversion and emotional distance (both amidst audiences 
and between audiences and the refugees – the former based on the diverging editorial patterns 
or frames and the latter on the overall worsening sentiment) paints a rather dark picture of the 
oftentimes eulogized cosmopolitanism that supposedly derives from an ever-connected 
globalized world.  
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“It means that there is always the possibility that this ‘us/them’ relation might 
become one of friend/enemy. This happens when the others, who up to now were considered 
as simply different, start to be perceived as putting into question our identity and threatening 
our existence. From that moment on, as Carl Schmitt has pointed out, any form of us/them 
relation – be it religious, ethnic or economic – becomes the locus of an antagonism.” 
(Mouffe, 2013, p.23) 
 
Yet rather than establishing a playfield in which Mouffe’s agonistic forces exercise their 
influence to readjust the political order on a particular issue, the observed trend of aversion 
towards the ‘Other’ (or the second ‘them) generates an environment of antagonism between the 
latter and the initial ‘us vs them’ formation internal to the European Union (Graph 6).  
 
 
  
This development towards the extreme likely generated the rise of the populist political 
sphere as the fear induced coverage on such a political subject serves as a purpose to the former. 
Previous research has established that “sensational, simplified, personalized and controversial 
stories” as well as “exaggerated references to violent crime [are] typical ingredients” for the 
growth of nationalist parties (Ellinas, 2010, p.34). Consequently, the repetitive amalgamations 
of ‘refugee’, ‘migrant’ and ‘potential terrorist’ and the resulting distorted synonymy in a self-
reflexive society cautious on risk assessment allowed the far right to expand their ‘agonistic’ 
force and dominate the opposing, ‘liberal’ agonistic influence. Accordingly, the policy changes 
observed in the latter three instances subject to this analysis demonstrate clear testament of 
nationalistic motives. The nationalist parties deeply capitalized on the mental detachment and 
antagonism towards ‘them’ refugees, regardless of the complexity or veracity of the facts at 
hand. Yet “the ‘us versus them’ lens […] conforms to a media logic that demands the 
Graph	6	
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simplification of news stories and the adoption of conflictual frames” (Ellinas, 2010, p.34), and 
this phenomenon materializes generally to the detriment of the latter, unfortunately. 
The	consonance	between	old	and	new	media	
	
Yet as much as this research was hoping to unveil the trope of an alternative media 
culture alongside (yet independent of) the mainstream media on the subject of the current 
refugee dilemma, the findings were nothing short of interesting. In the field of media power, 
several researchers (De Franco, 2012; Robinson, 1999) that had applied their focus on 
traditional media speculated on the vast array of potential possibilities resulting from the new 
communication platforms. Yet it seems in this case that rather than offering a ‘counterforce’ to 
the traditional media, at least for the time period analyzed, the alternative media constituted by 
blogs and social platforms echoed the sentiment and its respective language (Reese, et.al. as 
cited by Dahlgren, 2009, p.179; Dahlgren, 2013). This phenomenon does not imply that the 
alternative media sphere does not produce different content with diverging opinions. Different 
representative keywords employed in the search query would certainly have gathered different 
results. The second probing phase merely quantified the terms collected from the traditional 
media without considering language that could be specific to social media (including hashtags). 
Consequently, the context of this research solely allowed to observe a certain correlation 
between specific terms on both media.  
Based on said terms, the findings observed that blogs amplified the information 
conveyed by the traditional media during this case study. 
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CONCLUSION	
	
	
	
 The findings of this research seem to indicate a certain aversion towards refugees 
throughout time and the theoretical framework seems to explain an apparent relationship 
between media sentiment and policy changes.  
 The strongest indicator for the decline of the (both traditional and alternative) media 
sentiment towards the refugees seems to be a shift of a predominant ‘humanitarian/refugee’ 
terminology to a rather ‘hostile’ migrant semantic field (and their respective recurring key 
themes). Based on the clarified moral and legal distinction, the fluctuation towards the latter 
terminology framed a setting in which the refugees become somewhat stripped of their right to 
asylum due to recurrent suggestions of their association with recent catastrophes as they 
oscillate between ‘necessitous refugees’ and ‘menacing migrants’. 
Succeeding the mediatization of Aylan Kurdi’s tragic fate, the great majority of articles 
adopted a sympathetic position in reminding their audiences about the refugee’s disastrous 
conditions and motivations for engaging in their perilous journey. Yet by the time the media 
speculated on ISIS taking advantage of the refugee crisis after the Paris attacks, the latter’s right 
for asylum started to be questioned. Throughout the following months, a cocktail of fear 
surrounding potential terrorist attacks infused with ill-founded liminal amalgamations between 
the terms ‘refugee’, ‘migrant’ and ‘terrorist’ seems to have produced a context in which the 
great number of refugees are oftentimes seen as a plausible threat to the Old Continent rather 
than a population in need of sanctuary. Consequently, following an initial phase in which all 
European leaders acclaimed open door policies (September – November) for the necessitous 
refugees, succeeded an adverse wave of withdrawal towards the potentially menacing migrants 
(November – January).  
As has been reiterated numerously in the analytical segment of this thesis, although 
being evident, the establishment of indisputable correlations between the mediatization of the 
analyzed events and the hospitable/hostile policy responses is a practically impossible task – 
especially in recent events including a great variety of actors (De Franco, 2012, p.18). The 
events themselves indubitably exerted influence on the policy makers as the safety of their 
respective populations constitutes one of their main concerns. Yet other research as well as the 
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‘overall assessment’ segment of this analysis suggest that extensive reporting on tragedies 
unquestionably affect the policy makers furthermore (Robinson, 1999, p.301). In this complex 
interplay between factual events and their coverage, this research seemingly observed not only 
the relationship between hostile depictions of the refugees in the media and European policy 
responses, but attempted to explain the reasons as to why this phenomenon occurred. Previous 
research on the subject such as Mouffe’s (2013), Dahlgren’s (2009), De Franco’s (2012), 
Castells’ (2009), Ellinas’ (2010) and countless other researcher’s works allowed a theoretical 
frame for the interpretation of the findings. Whereas De Franco and Robinson (2009) enabled 
the findings of this analysis to be lifted into a theoretical frame of media power by granting the 
latter a probable influence over policy makers, Gale (2004), Blood et.al (2011), Bleiker et.al. 
(2013) and other researchers suggested that the phenomenon of negative framing of refugees 
had happened anteriorly and affected policy making likewise.  
The findings additionally attempted to explain the divisive influence of such an 
exceptionally political subject and the representation of the refugees in the media: by insisting 
on the cultural/religious differences and on the potential risks allocated to the refugees 
especially after the Paris Attacks (regardless of their validity), the media potentially increased 
the mental distance between ‘us’ (Europeans) and ‘them’ (as the dangerous ‘migrants’) to the 
point where the Syrian refugees tended to be reduced to a dangerous, dehumanized ‘other’.  
Consequently, the relationship between the latter and ‘us’ transcended into an 
antagonistic liaison enabling populist political parties to make use of the fear towards the ‘other’ 
to gain momentum and implement protectionist policies to keep the risky ‘other’ at distance. 
Matthew Gibney (1999) perchance synthesized the three main considerations that 
potentially empowers humanitarian help: relatedness, regionality and implicatedness. Applied 
to our case, the last of these three features addresses the role Europe played in the causality of 
the resulting crisis and touched upon its responsibility in the destabilization of the Middle East. 
This factor can and has to be taken into consideration in order to explain the initial sympathy 
encountered after Aylan Kurdi’s fate reached a prominent level. Secondly, regionality has to 
be taken into account: this feature acknowledges the importance of the geographical contiguity 
of crises such as the one subject to this analysis. A certain proximity to the crisis is generally 
assumed to be a factor for humanitarian intervention both for altruistic and self-serving motives 
(1999), yet is seems in this case that as the refugees come closer to the European continent, the 
less concerned or emphatic the Old Continent becomes.  
This is due to the imbalance with Gibney’s first feature, that is to say relatedness. He 
states that geographical adjacency and shared identification commonly concord, yet the 
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apparent trend during the panoramic scope of the analysis exhibits a probably inverted 
relationship between distance and identification. Since the media’s power in shaping 
identifications has been established, one could put forward the rationale that along with the 
factual incidents, the depiction of the refugees and the narratives based on possible risks in the 
media played a role in this inverted relationship. In particular, the political climate generated 
by the ambiance of fear (as opposed to the hospitable political environment posterior to the 
Aylan Kurdi incident) after the Paris attacks plausibly developed into a self-enforcing spiral of 
discrepancy towards the Syrian refugees. Furthermore, the inverted relationship axiom can be 
extrapolated onto the victims’ origin in each respective instance. The death of a Syrian boy 
provoked overwhelming sympathy, yet the death of Europeans produced animosity towards the 
refugees. 
It is almost as if the ‘common ground’ between ‘us’ and ‘them’ depended on whether 
‘we’ were affected by tragic events on our grounds instead of ‘them’ on theirs. Consequently, 
whatever connection or humanist shared identity established after Aylan Kurdi’s death now 
seems ephemeral. One could put forward the hypothesis that the same phenomenon 
materialized over a longer timespan: rather than focusing on this four-month period in which 
the necessitous refugees seemingly developed into unwanted migrants, research of greater 
amplitude could attempt to establish a retrogression over a number of years – and observe the 
mechanics that led the praised Syrian democratic revolutionaries of the Arab Spring to evolve 
into the unwanted outcasts they are today. These factors altogether show symptoms that could 
indicate a paradoxical correspondence between common ground and geographical distance: 
while Syrian ‘revolutionaries’ were fighting for democracy just like ‘us’ in Syria or perished in 
the periphery of the European continent, there appears to be a strong identification in the media 
based on some sense of cosmopolitanism. This sense of worldliness seemingly becomes volatile 
as the Syrians gradually advance geographically towards ‘us’ and the othering towards the 
former strengthens. Whereas geographical distance correlates with proximity in shared identity, 
geographical proximity tends to increase the distance in shared identity in this case. 
 
Due to these circumstances, rather than being a “compassionate liberal democratic 
[society] that can offer refuge to women and children, and desperate non-western asylum 
seekers” (Gale, 2004, p.328), Europe opted for the old habit of withdrawal. Which is 
unfortunate since, as Bondebjerg and Golding put it, Europe can be much more than a 
topographical region: it has the potential to be a progressive ethos (2004, p.131). Yet the 
withdrawal we are currently noticing regrettably counteracts all efforts invested into turning the 
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Old Continent into a diverse unity and suggests that the near future holds a rather backwards 
inevitability.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Seale said that “Ideologues who take on the task of forming imagined communities [...] 
have generally found their burden considerably eased when they can find an enemy that is safe 
to hate” (2007, p. 93). 
 
It appears that history does tend to repeat itself.  
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